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We could sell out again* ... 
RESERVE YOURS TODAY! 

1985-86 Sportsman's Calendar. 
Ten ways to appreciate a calendar that begins in September 

when you were perfectly happy beginning the year inJanuary. 

1. Deer season begins 
in most zones 

across the state 
and hunters are scouting 

to get a shot at that trophy rack 
on their favorite game 

management area's 
opening day. 

2. Dove season starts 
with a bang. 

3. Your wife starts her garden 
club meetings again. 

4. Flounder, summer trout, red 
drum and king mackerel are 

being caught off the coast. 
5. Football season starts. 

6. Finally the children are back 
in school. 

7. Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, 
dance, piano and guitar lessons 

all start in September. 
8. It's time to stock your farm 

pond for fantastic 
future fishing. 

9. Get "Ole Biscuit Eater" out 
of the pen for a few workouts so 

he'll convince the wife he's 
worth his keep during the 

coming quail or duck seasons. 
10. Use our calendar and you'll 

know what's in season before 
the season's out. 

Special Holidays 

Plenty of room for your own 
notes 

Moon phases 
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Fish the offshore 
artificial reefs - maps 
and Loran headings in 
the Almanac. 
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Includes tide and 
sunrise/sunset tables 

Patterned after our two 
previous Sportsman's 
Calendars, as shown here, our 
new 1985 -86 Sportsman's 
Calendar and Almanac still 
offers all the quality and 
valuable information 
outdoorsmen and nature lovers 
need. To be sure you receive 
your copies before next 
hunting season, send in your 
reservation today. Start your 
holiday shopping now by 
ordering this perfect gift for 
everyone on your list. To 
order, use the reservation 
form on page 64. For 
calendars to be mailed as 
gifts, state gift recipient's 
name and address on a 
separate sheet of paper. Put 
your name on the 
reservation form and attach 
it to the sheet. A gift card 
will be sent along with the 
calendar announcing the 
gift is from you. 

Each month you get a beautiful 
9" x 12" color photograph, 
suitable for framing. 

Want to catch more fish? Check 
the fishing calendar forecast. 

Try to break the state and 
world fishing records. All are 
listed with the size of the catch. 

* Numerous orders had to be returned because we sold out early! 

Calendars will be mailed in August, 1985. 
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BIOSPHERE 

''A fella ought'a know 
when it's best to leave well 
enough alone. " 

2 

"SEE THAT UNDERCUT BANK OVER THERE, just beyond those old bridge pilings? There's 
a deep hole just out from it." Wilson paused to ease out our anchor and touch a fresh match to his 
cigar. "That's where he hit me .. . the biggest, meanest fish I ever had a hook into." 

Watching my bait disappear into the coffee-colored current I wondered what monsters of sea or 
land might lurk within the river's brackish depths. 

"Is this the outfit you hooked him on ?" 
"Biggest one I've got. Eighty-pound test and enough backbone in the rod to jerk a bull to his 

knees. But that fish pulled like the very Devil himself." 
I imagined my uncle's heavily muscled forearms and thick fingers gripping the rod, his broad 

back straining and the determined grin. My Dad had once told me that Wilson always grinned 
when things got tough; when Grandpop switched him, or while climbing up after a schoolyard 
bully who'd called Wilson a liar and kicked out one of his teeth then sealed his own fate by 
shinning up a tree. The once- dark curls were salt and pepper now, but the quiet power and the 
determined grin remained unchanged. 

"That rascal pulled me and the john boat right on down the river, 'ti! he came to a break in the 
bank ... an old ricefield opening I suspect. A big cypress log, probably washed up on a storm tide, 
stopped the boat from going through, but that fish just kept on going." 

Wilson blew a smoke ring. His grin broadened at the memory of what had happened next. " 'Hey 
fella,' I said, 'come on back here. ' I braced my feet on that log, tightened the reel drag way down 
and put everything I could into the rod. Almost stood this boat on its stem , but I stopped him. 

"On the other side of that log the water churned. The spray he threw up nearly drowned my 
cigar and slowly but surely I began to lose line again . I tightened the drag all the way ... stopped 
him, but I still couldn't budge him. 

"That's when I dec;: ided to crank up the motor and tow the rascal out. I backed the boat around 
and eased the throttle up until that fish and the motor had the water boiling up like a teapot about 
to blow." Wilson paused again to allow for the full effect of the scene he'd just created. 

"Well ? I guess that pulled him out. " 
"No, sir! We see'd 'n saw'd back and forth for fully half an hour, but I couldn't do a thing with 

him. Then the line went slack and I nearly tumbled into the bottom of the boat." 
"Finally broke off?" 
"That's what I thought, too, but when I reeled in he was just sitting there right under the boat. 

Wouldn 't budge. 
"I started to put my back into it again when a sudden feeling came to me that I'd just been 

peppering a bull elephant with a pea shooter 'ti! I had his full attention . 
"When he started to come to the surface, real sure and slow, I touched the line with my cigar 

and got the hell out of there. A fella ought'a know when it's best to leave well enough alone." 
I didn't question the truth of Wilson's story. After all, he is my uncle. But I later thought about 

his "Devil" fish while the photographers and I were fishing for some of the pictures in this issue. 
And I knew exactly how he had felt , grin or no grin. 
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HOW I PHITTOGRAPH 
WILDLIFE AND NATURE 
By Leonard Lee Rue III . Published 
by WW Norton and Company 
Inc. , 500 Fifth Avenue, New 
York, New York, 10110, 
bibliography, suppliers list, index, 
300 black and white photographs, 
copyright 1984. 

Amateur photographers often 
wonder how professionals get 
such unusual wildlife 
photographs ... Where to find 
wildlife species, and once the 
shots are developed, how and 
where to market the 
photographs and for how much ? 
Leonard Lee Rue - well-known 
author, photographer, 
outdoorsman , conservationist 
and sportsman - has published 
How I Photograph Wildlife and 
Nature. Rue's book tells how he 
uses equipment, knowledge of 
animals and technical skills to 
get the wildlife photographs 
most amateurs only dream 
about. Rue states that knowing 
your wildlife is the most 
important aspect of wildlife 
photography. The photographer 
must learn about wildlife traits, 
habits and habitats, must know 
where the wildlife is, where it is 
going to be at certain times of 
year and day, and why it will be 
there. 

C hapters deal with 
photographing birds, animals, 
flowers and trees, insects and 
amphibians, zoo and studio 
photography and underwater 
photography. 

Rue emphasizes that wildlife 
photographers have a moral 
obligation to the wild creatures 
they are photographing: They 
must not cause harm through 
their photography activities. 

"Patience is a virtue" and Rue 
emphasizes that the amateur 
photographer must be virtuous, 

as successful wildlife 
photographers will have to 
exercise the patience of Job. For 
the amateur photographer and 
those who are just turning to the 
photography of wildlife, How I 
Photograph Wildlife and 
Nature can help realize those 
photographic ambitions. 

THE FEDERAL DUCK 
STAMPS 
By David P. McBride. Published 
by Winchester Press, an imprint of 
New Century Publishers Inc., 
220 Old New Brunswick Road, 
Piscataway, New Jersey, 08854, 
illustrated with photographs and 
drawings, appendixes, 202 pages, 
copyright 1984. 

This volume is a guide to the 
fifty federal duck stamps. Each is 
pictured with the artists' 
designs. For every stamp there is 
a complete page of data on the 
artist , his medium, the design, 
species portrayed, judges who 
selected the art, color or colors, 
number sold, plate numbers and 
prints. 

In addition, the book 
presents a history of the stamp 
program, illustrated with 
historic photographs and "Ding" 
Darling newspaper cartoons. 
McBride covers the federal duck 
stamp art contest from its 
inception , the duck stamp 
prints, and details of 
production , sales and 
enforcement. 

Appendixes include the text 
of the Migratory Bird Hunting 
Stamp Act, a table and map of 
National Migratory Bird 
Refuges, a table and map of 
waterfowl production areas, a 
chart of stamp sales and 
revenues and other information. 
It's a book that stamp fanciers 
and avid waterfowlers will want 
to own. 

BOOKS 

GAME DOG: The Hunter's 
Retriever for Upland Birds and 
Waterfowl. 
By Richard A. Wolters. Published 
by E. P. Dutt.on Inc., 2 Park 
Avenue, New York, New York, 
10016, epilogue by Gene Hill, 
append.ix, index, black and white 
photographs, 201 pages, copyright 
1983. 

"At long last all bird and 
waterfowl hunters are being 
presented with their Bible," 
writes Gun Dog magazine editor 
Dave Meisner. Game Dog is a 
clear, concise, step-by-step 
guide to developing rapidly any 
of the popular retrieving breeds 
from a seven-week-old pup into 
a finished hunting companion . 

Wolters illustrates his step-by
step instructions with sequence 
photographs of his own dogs in 
training. His method follows a 
clear week-by-week timetable 
using a short training session 
each day to produce a versatile 
retriever skilled not only at 
bringing in game but also in 
flushing upland birds. Wolters 
guarantees that his methods save 
much time and labor. 

C hapters include setting the 
stage, choosing a pup, getting 
training started, general 
schooling, handling specific 
problems and a full discussion 
on the new Hunting Retriever 
Stakes, in which dogs and their 
handlers vie for championship 
points under actual hunting 
conditions. · 

Wolters states, "Between 
what his parents have given him 
and what you have taught him, 
he' ll be a hunter ... a 
worker . . . and that is what this book 
has been all about. '' 

Wolters's Game Dog is like 
his earlier books Gun Dog, 
Water Dog and Family Dog, an 
invaluable, fun book to read. _ _, 
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READERS' FORUM 

Magnificent South Carolina attractiveness of an already tribulations, my wife and I made you this copy from South 
Thanks for your magazine - outstandingly-superb the difficult decision of moving Carolina tops all that have come 

your calendar- your poster publication. away from the state we love. We my way in several years - and 
about my state. They're Stephen F. Allan enjoyed to the utmost the the main reason is the many fine 
magnificent - and so are you! Summerville outdoors that South Carolina photographs. 
Joe Pinner provided us. I spent many years Once again congratulations 
TV 10, Columbia An Intriguing Fact hunting, especially in the on this fine issue and keep up 

Thank you for the beautiful Clemson area where I attended the good work concerning the 
Remembering Greatness and inspiring January-February the university. We will certainly fine state of The Palmetto. 

I have always enjoyed the issue on Carolina Waters. On continue our subscription to Bob Clifton 
excellent work that you do as I page 67 you make a statement South Carolina Wildlife which New Carrollton, Maryland 
have moved and traveled across that intrigues me. Can you will serve as a reminder of what 
our great country. please send source information we had to leave behind. Who Stating The Facts 

Again and again you remind on research, studies, etc. that knows? Maybe we will be back When my March-April '85 
me of how great my home state you used to make the statement someday. issue of South Carolina Wildlife 
is and allow me to show my that "An acre of marshland is F. Randall and Barbara Harris was received, I began reading 
friends from other areas what more productive than an acre of Oshkosh, Wisconsin the essay "Drum Island" by 
they are missing. midwestern wheat"? George Reiger with expectation 
Bill]osey Thank you for a good Remarkable Teamwork of enjoyment and 
Dallas, Texas magazine. I just wanted to let you know enlightenment. After all, it isn't 

Jerry D. Cox]r. that the South Carolina Wildlife every day that one has the 
A Gentle Ribbing Belhaven, North Carolina magazine is the best magazine opportunity of reading about 

I propose to give a gentle, that I have ever read. Every issue something they believe they 
jocular ribbing so here goes: I Editor's Reply: The statement is grand! I think that each and already have knowledge of. 
have heard that deer hunting is made on page 67 is a statement every one who is involved with The first paragraph set the 
"the sport of kings," but I did often made in varying forms by putting this magazine together stage somewhat along the tenor I 
not realize that at the sounding ecologists. Several studies have should be recognized over and had anticipated. However, 
of a trumpet, vassals gathered revealed the hidden value of our over. When I look at the when I began the second 
up, rather, grasped, the reigns. swamps and marshlands. beautiful pictures and the paragraph, I realized something 
Does this signify that a king's Bill Thomas in his book The enlightening stories, I see a was amiss. The author stated 
government was overthrown? Swamp advocates the value of a team of people trying to please "the U .S. Army Corps of 

I certainly enjoyed reading 2, 300-acre swamp at $7, 189, I 03 the people of South Carolina Engineers reversed an older and 
"The Middleton Drive" and I a year. That figures out to about and other areas. I think there possibly wiser water-flow pattern 
agree that on most other $3, 125.70peracre. are a lot more of us who should completed in 1800 that directed 
hunting clubs one day is spent As for the productivity of an give credit where credit is due! the Santee River through Lake 
hunting deer and three days acre of marshland, this statement I'm pleased to say that you have Moultrie down the Cooper 
spent hunting dogs. That has refers to coastal marshland and, in demonstrated a remarkable River and through C harleston 
been my experience. particular, the marsh grass amount of talent and to the sea. The nineteenth-

Several years ago I subscribed Spartina. If you can get your thoughtfulness in every issue century diversion meant that 
to The Pennsylvania Game News hands on the Fundamentals of that I have ever read! although Charleston's docks and 
I believe it was called, and it had Ecology by the University of Barbara Scott White Point Gardens were 
a section devoted to amusing Georgia's Eugene Odom, you will Kingstree subject to periodic flooding, the 
and/or informative incidents find what you seek. enlarged volume of water down 
reported by the game protectors Coastal marshlands provide the Tops Them All the Cooper River scoured the 
in the field. I am sure that our basis for the ocean's food chain I received the new issue of harbor and its channels so that 
conservation officers experience and, hence, have tremendous South Carolina Wildlife magazine little dredging was required to 
such incidents in their daily economic implications. yesterday called Carolina Waters maintain Charleston's 
performance of enforcing the and it is something else indeed. I preeminence as a southern 
game laws. I feel that such a A Reminder of Carolina subscribe to seven East Coast port." 
section would add to the After many trials and state periodicals and must tell It is obvious that the author 
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was referring to the old Santee 12,000 cfs of this flow back to 
Canal. However, the old canal the Santee River. 
was a hand-dug large ditch or W Carl Walsh Sr. 
canal and was constructed for Past vice-president, Santee Cooper 
navigation and not for the Moncks Comer 
passage of water from the Santee 
to the Cooper River. Fact is, Inspiration For An Artist 
water was stored in reservoirs for Since 1973, South Carolina 
use when boats were passing Wildlife has helped me 
through ; and the lack of water watercolor dozens of scenes. I 
was a chief cause for the demise have one question: Will your 
of the Santee Canal. During a magazine, please, increase the 
long period of drought no water number of paintable scenes per 
was available and this, coupled issue? Thanks. 
with the first railroad from DonLaRose 
Charleston to Hamburg and Greenwood 
thence to Columbia, finally put 
the canal out of business. This Enlightening And Beautiful 
occurred about 1838, with the Recently got hold of your 
charter for the Santee Canal beautiful January-February '84 
being rescinded by the General issue of Wildlife. We have been 
Assembly of South Carolina in to your glorious state and really 
1850. look forward to reading and 

Since no appreciable amount seeing it in every page of the 
of water ever came through the forthcoming issues. 
canal, and since the Cooper Just hope they have beautiful 
River was a tidal estuary with a pictures and enlightening 
flow estimated to be only 75 to articles of your interesting land. 
225 cubic feet per second ( cfs), Mrs. DanCook 
there could not have been any Augusta, Georgia 
scouring of the harbor or the 
flooding of Charleston docks Number One 
and White Point Gardens from I enjoy reading South Carolina 
this source. Wildlife. I think it brings out the 

In the third paragraph, Mr. many fine qualities of South 
Reiger states that both the Carolina. The beautiful pictures 
Santee and Cooper Rivers were and the interesting stories make 
dammed in 1941 during the your magazine number one to me. 
construction of the present Julie Drake 
Santee-Cooper project. The Blenheim 
Cooper River was not dammed. 
To the contrary, the full flow of Well, Written And Realistic 
the Santee River, with the My family and I enjoy reading 
exception of 500 cubic feet per your magazine. The stories are 
second, was diverted to so well-written and realistic that 
C harleston Harbor via the I can picture exactly what's 
Cooper River. The diverted going on. 
flow was about 15,600 cfs. The South Carolina Wildlife also 
Corps of Engineers has begun keeps me aware of hunting and 
rediverting approximately fishing regulations. My family 
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has subscribed to this magazine Cedar Waxwings 
for many years and plans to I have not seen any cedar 
subscribe for many years to waxwings since I was growing up 
come. in Richland County. I have 
John Williams always enjoyed watching the 
Darlington birds in flight, traveling in small 

flocks. They would land on a 
Maintaining A Unique pyracantha bush and in short 
Quality order, clean the bush of its 

It's not often in this day or berries. 
time that one sees the quality I really do miss these birds 
that your group seems repeatedly and wondered if you may know 
to put out issue after issue, year of their status. I was wondering 
after year. And after receiving if you could feature a short 
your outstanding publication for article in your outstanding 
many years, it maintains that magazine. 
unique quality. JoeW Thomas 

Thank you for the pleasures it Walterboro 
brings to our home. 

To make a living we had to Editor's Note: Cedar waxwings 
leave Camden back in 1971, but are doing fine to the best of our 
each year I seem to find time knowledge. During winter they 
and dollars to make it back to can be one of our most abundant 
Santee and catch a fish or shoot songbirds; however, they are highly 
a bird. In between those nomadic and travel in rather large 
enjoyable visits, your magazine fiocks. They may stay in an area 
fills in those gaps and that's for a few days or a few weeks, 
worth the wait. depending on the availability of 

So please keep up the good berries. In some years they may 
work and the difference that I'm not be seen where they were 
sure many, many others have common in the past. They will feed 
also learned to recognize and on about any berry, even the large 
appreciate. chinaberry, but as you indicate, 
John W Savage pyracantha is a favorite , along with 
N. Attleboro, Massachusetts privet bush. February and March 

are the best months for seeing 
Of Great Service to waxwings in South Carolina, as 
Wetlands they make their way in large fiocks 

After reading the May-June to northern breeding grounds. 
'84 issue of South Carolina Cedar waxwings nested to the 
Wildlife, I have realized how north of South Carolina until 
important conservation of the several years ago when the first 
wetlands is. South Carolina Wildlife breeding record for South Carolina 
could be of great service to the was established at the Oconee 
wetlands. Specific instructions Nuclear Power Plant near 
could be given to the readers Jocassee. 
about how and what to plant in To summarize, cedar waxwings 
conservation plots. are still common but are highly 
Leslie A. Hoke irregular in their winter 
Quinby distribution. 
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GOOD--TIME C ~ IE OF THE WATERWAYS 

Moving through the water with grace and 
stealth, the secretive, intelligent otter is 
rarely seen by man. And yet, this 
frolicsome member of the Mustelidae 
family is unjustly labeled a connoisseur of 
gamefish by some who never see it. 

by Nancy Ann Coleman 

6 

If you frequent the woods and waters of South Carolina, you've probably seen 
an otter but you may not have known it. You may have seen one's eyes and 

nose surface and quickly submerge. You may have thought it was a beaver. More 
likely you saw a group of them, undulating through the water in a row mud 
brown as a spring river. You may have shuddered and thought it looked like a 
giant serpent. Or perhaps you heard a mother otter snort in warning, then rustle 
into her den along the bank. 

Although seeing an otter is a rare pleasure, these wary swimmers can be 
found in every county of the state, according to Buddy Baker, furbearer biologist 
with the South Carolina Wildlife and Marine Resources Department. They are 
most prevalent in coastal and other food-rich waters with minimal pollution or 
human disturbance. 

Not all states are so blessed. In fact, with assistance from Baker and other 
state biologists, biologists from West Virginia recently live-trapped otters in 
South Carolina in an attempt to restore the otter population in their state. 
Though the otter's original range included all states and provinces above 
Mexico and into the Arctic, it was wiped out of several interior states by 1900 
and probably reached a low around 1935 according to a 1983 report by J.H. 
Jenkins of the School of Forest Resources at the University of Georgia. Now the 
otter is gone from eleven states, including West Virginia, and considered rare in 
eleven others, Jenkins said. 

The otter found in South Carolina is the subspecies known as Lutra 
canadensis lata.xina. Its common names are northern river otter, Canadian otter, 
land otter and fish otter. The name "southern river otter" refers to the otter 
found in Central or South America. 

A member of the Must.elulae family, the otter is known as the good-time 
Charlie of a group otherwise noted for quick tempers and aggression. Its cousins 
are the weasel, wolverine, skunk, marten, badger, mink, and, of course, the sea 
otter. These species have five toes on each foot, and usually a short muzzle, a 
broad flat skull, a slender body, short legs and anal scent glands. 

Adult male otters weigh approximately 20 pounds, while females average 1 7 
or 18 pounds. They range in length from 3 to 4 ½ feet with one-third of their 
length devoted to a powerful, thick, pointed tail. Broad, black, bulbous noses 
dominate their small, blunt heads. Their eyes are set high, closer to their noses 
than to their ears. Otters possess thirty-six powerful teeth. Their long stiff 
whiskers, connected to large nerve pads, help them feel along the riverbank for 
prey. Their thick and muscular necks leave no constriction between head and 
body making their cylindrical forms ideal for swimming. 

The short, dense fur is chocolate brown on their backs but lighter on their 
stomachs. Otters in the Southeast have thinner fur than their counterparts in 
more northern climates, Baker said, and the pelts are therefore less valuable. 

The otter can baffle the scientist who ties all animal behavior to survival 
instincts. To admit that an animal "plays" is to admit it "enjoys" itself, a fact 
which requires intelligence beyond that of most animals. But how else can they 
explain the otter's year-round antics ... sliding repeatedly down a slick bank for 
no apparent reason, playing chase and tag and hide-and-go-seek ... balancing a 
stone on its nose in the water, then flipping it up, only to catch it before it hits 
bottom? 

In Wild Mammals of North America, Dale E. Toweill and James E. Tabor 
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Though observers disagree as to whether otters actually 
"play, " their graceful but powerful movement through 
the water at 6 to 7 miles per hour is indisputable. 
Webbed feet are held back after forceful stroking to move 
the otter through the water like a torpedo, its tail serving 
as a rudder. 
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claim that "such play is poorly documented for wild otters and may merely be a 
behavioral response to captive conditions. It appears so commonly among 
captive individuals, however, that the concept of the 'fun-loving otter' is firmly 
entrenched in otter literature." The play of zoo otters is considered to be of 
dubious significance to otters in the wild by some. 

Baker said wild otters definitely "play," and writers Ed Park and Leonard Lee 
Rue would agree, as both men have worked for years in the outdoors and 
published their own observations of wild otter play. At any rate, all sources 
credit the otter with high intelligence and memory. Northern river otters have 
been taught to retrieve on land and in water, to capture fish and to hunt 
animals, Park said in his book, The World of the Otter. 

The otter cannot see objects clearly at a distance, for its sight is adapted for 
underwater vision. Otherwise, the otter's senses seem to be well-developed. Its 
numerous and stout whiskers are thought to detect prey moving in turbid water. 
As for its manual dexterity, Park once observed an otter dropping and retrieving 
a small lead pellet the size of Number 6 shot from a river bottom. 

He also credits the otter with a keen sense of smell and cites their method of 
communication by scent markings. In times of fear or rage, otters can release 
scent from anal glands. They also deposit scented excrement in their dens, at 
haul-outs and slides on the riverbank or at digging, scratching, and rolling sites. 
Along routes of travel, otters may also "scent" projecting points of land, mouths 
of streams and openings in the brush along the riverbank. Sometimes dirt may 
be scratched into a mound or tufts of grass may be twisted together and then 
sprayed. Such "scent posts" mark the otter's home range and inform otters 
passing through of the "owner's" presence. 

Like their sense of smell and touch, the otters' hearing is acute as they 
communicate with a variety of noises over great distances. When startled or 
threatened, adult otters grunt or cough, and in grave danger, growl. Otter pups, 
blind at birth, chirp like birds to make contact with their mother or a sibling; 
the chirps grow louder as their desire to communicate grows more intense. Emil 
Liers, known for his studies of captive otters, reported a shrill chirp, a soft 
chuckle, a scream, and finally a caterwaul, used only by the female and only 
during copulation. 

Though it cannot run fast, the otter can outrun a man. It usually bounds 
rather than walks, with its body arched and its tail held stiffly. Like an 
inchworm, the otter humps its back to bring its hind feet forward and 
straightens as the forefeet move ahead. On slippery ground, the otter may use its 
hind feet like a child on a scooter. Otters usually slide along their bellies with the 
feet held backward, but Park has observed them sliding on their backs and sides 
using their feet for steering and braking. 

The otter is as graceful in water as it is awkward on land. Powerful stroking is 
achieved by fully webbed feet on short, strong legs. The tail serves as a rudder. 
At top speed- six to seven miles per hour- the otter holds its feet back and 
flexes its entire body and tail up and down rapidly. 

To clean its fur and dry off quickly, the otter scratches, rubs and rolls on the 
ground. The sandy or grassy sites used for this purpose most commonly give 
away an otter's presence. It also typically has certain "toilets" near regular 
landings for defecation. 

In its search for food, the otter dives and chases fish or digs in ponds and 
stream bottoms. It has been observed seizing birds and raiding birds' nests for 
eggs and young. According to Park, it eats smaller items in the water, but takes 
the larger catches to shore, tears them apart with its teeth and tilts its head up 
to swallow them. 

General literature about the otter usually contains a long section explaining 
that it eats a wide variety of food- not just fish. This is because fishermen have 
typically regarded the otter as their enemy and used them as scapegoats when 
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fish were scarce. 
Buddy Baker says pond owners often want to shoot otters because of the false 

fear that otters will eat their fish. "I try to inform them that otters don't hunt a 
particular species. They generally feed on the slower swimming fishes, usually 
carp, suckers and catfish though they do occasionally eat bass and bream. Otters 
are so mobile that they don't stay long enough to deplete a pond." 

Otters usually feed from dawn to midmorning and are also active during the 
evening. They do not hibernate. 

Crayfish comprise a major portion of the otter's diet, and in the estuaries, 
they eat a variety of crabs. Otters eat reptiles, amphibians, especially frogs, 
larger insects, some plant parts, and, less commonly, small mammals. 

After two year's growth, the female's ova_ry and uterus reach adult size, and 
the male begins to produce sperm. In his notes, Liers reported that although 
males are sexually mature at two, they may not breed successfully until they 
reach five to seven years. 

The otter breeding season is spread over a three-month period from late 
winter to early spring. The estrous period of a female extends from forty

two to forty-six days, with peaks in receptiveness about every six days. Females 
advertise their receptiveness at scent posts. Liers described a typical act of 
reproduction ... the male approaches the female from the rear while swimming, 
holds her by the scruff of the neck with his teeth, and bends his body around 
hers. "Breeding is very vigorous when contact is made. The vigorous periods are 
interspersed with periods of rest ... A pair may copulate several times in 
successive days." 

Males are normally solitary and do not form bonds with females although 
they will fight for a female in estrus. The home range of a male may overlap the 
territory of one or more females. A study of otters in Georgia and Alabama 
concluded that otters there breed every other year. 

The gestation period of the northern river otter is around nine months to one 
year compared to sixty-two days for the European river otter. The length of 
gestation is due to a fascinating phenomenon common to most Mustelids known 
as delayed implantation. The blastocyst stops developing for eight to ten months 
before implanting in the uterine wall. It then grows rapidly for the last two 
months of pregnancy. 

Normally, otters use dens dug by other animals or natural shelters such as 
beaver dens, hollow logs, drift piles, boat houses and even duck blinds. 

The young are born from November through May, with the peak time being 
March or April. Liers observed that a pregnant female normally retires alone to 
her den and gives birth standing upright laboring three to eight hours. Usually 
two to four young comprise a litter. Fully furred, but blind and toothless, the 
newborns weigh one hundred thirty-two grams and are about 2 75 millimeters 
long. The young grow rapidly on their mother's milk, which is high in fat and 
protein, low in carbohydrates. 

Eyes open at three to five weeks, and the young begin playing with one 
another and their mother a few days later. By seven weeks they may be 
introduced to the water and they begin to use a specific area for defecation. At 
nine to ten weeks, they venture out of the den on their own, and shortly 
thereafter begin eating solid food. Weaning occurs at about thirteen weeks. 

The mother spends much of her time teaching the young to swim and to 
capture and release food. She aggressively protects her young from danger. 

Researchers seem to disagree over the otter's social structure. Toweill and 
Tabor claim that adult males are normally solitary and that the mother 
disassociates from the young three months after they are weaned. But Leonard 
Lee Rue says the father is allowed back into the family unit when the young are 
six to eight ~eeks old and that there are records of males rearing the young 
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Otters prefer the abandoned dens of other animals far 
sheltering their young. The pups grow rapidly and 
venture into the world beyond the den on their own at the 
age of nine weeks; until then, the mother spends much 
time educating them to the ways of a world they will soon 
enter far good. 
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River otter 
Lutra canadensis 

Description: One of the larger members of the weasel 
family, the otter has a long cylindrical body with a 
powerful tail making it ideal for life in the water. Overall 
coloration is dark brown though its undersides are pale 
brown. Males weigh about 18 to 20 pounds. Females 
average about 15 pounds. An adult river otter will 
measure 35 to 55 inches, about one-third of its length 
being devoted to its tail. 

Distribution: Otters historically existed throughout 
North America. Today its range is reduced and it is 
absent or rare in several midwestern and northern states. 
Despite its nationwide decline, it appears to be doing 
quite well in South Carolina and the rest of the 
Southeast. The population is well-established in every 
county in South Carolina and is stable enough to permit 
a limited harvest. 

Reproduction: Otters become sexually active at two 
years of age. They breed around March and April but 
because of a phenomenon in the weasel family known as 
"delayed implantation, " the young are not born until 
December to March of the next season. Litter sizes 
average three pups. 

Feeding Habits: The otter is an opportunistic feeder 
preying on animal species relative to their vulnerability 
and abundance. Fish, primarily rough fish, are the 
principle food items of river otters. Crayfish and frogs are 
also important in their diet. 

An otter's underfur is especially dense, so dense that 
when submerged it traps a layer of air that acts as an 
insulation which keeps the skin from making contact with 
the water. 
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when the mother has been killed. Rue says the family stays together through the 
first winter. 

A North Carolina study found that otters occupied from four to nine square 
miles per family and that they travel fifty to sixty miles a year. Seasonal 
movements were confined to three to ten miles of stream, but during mating 
season travels extended to twelve miles. 

Maybe otters "play" because their varied diet satisfies them and they have no 
serious animal predator worries. Those who are killed are usually young or have 
strayed away from the water. Otters also perish from internal damage caused by 
parasites such as roundworms and from diseases such as distemper or hepatitis. 

By far the most common cause of death, however, is human activity. The 
trapper would be the most obvious example, but with protective state 
regulations, trapping does not have a detrimental effect on otter populations. 
Trapping seems to remove surplus animals that die as a result of various 
mortality factors anyway. South Carolina currently has healthy populations that 
may be a result of trapping. 

For the states where otter populations have been wiped out, the primary 
cause of their disappearance is habitat destruction. Mining has created acid 
ground water; waterways have been "developed," and intensive farming 
operations have caused declines in water quality. These activities have 
apparently led to conditions that otters are unable to tolerate. Other studies cite 
the possible adverse effect on reproduction by high levels of mercury, cesium 
andPCBs. 

In South Carolina, however, the otter population appears to be stable and 
healthy. Over the ten-year period from 197 4 to 1984, an average of 725 otters 
were harvested in South Carolina each year. Otter trapping season here runs 
from January 1 to March 1, and hunting season for most of the state runs from 
Thanksgiving Day to March 1. 

Baker said 40 percent of the otters harvested last year were shot rather than 
trapped. "Probably a lot of otters are shot incidental to other hunting," Baker 
said. "It's not uncommon to just happen up on them in the woods. I think we 
have a real high rate of otters shot and not retrieved, too. I would discourage 
anyone from shooting an otter with a shotgun, because the pelt is usually ruined 
and death is seldom instant, therefore, retrieval rates are low." 

Southern otter pelts are now bringing $20 to $25, Baker said, in comparison 
to $50 five or six years ago. The price often has little to do with the supply, he 
said, but is usually dictated by fashion. 

Baker said although the South Carolina trapper gets only $25 for an otter 
pelt, it will change hands several times before it leaves the state. Then it goes 
from furriers to middlemen to manufacturers to wholesalers to retailers, 
changing hands many more times before it is worn as part of a fur coat costing 
thousands. 

Because the furbearer program has only been operating for seven years, little 
research on specific animals has been done. Biologists have had to rely on 
harvest data as a population indicator. Last year, however, the furbearer 
program began an aging project on five species and the otter is one. 

Dark-stained bands of cementum are deposited annually on the otter's teeth. 
Otter skulls will be collected from trappers and biologists will count the bands of 
cementum to determine the age structure of the otter harvest. Information from 
this study in conjunction with harvest data will indicate growth or decline in 
our South Carolina otter populations and will facilitate the making of 
management decisions that will keep our present otter populations healthy. 

The otters we have are quite accomplished at hiding from humans. Though 
rarely seen, the good-time Charlie of the riverbanks is one South Carolinian 
worth keeping around. _ _, 

Nancy Ann Coleman is a former managing editor of South Carolina Wildlife magazine. 
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EVENTS 

NOTE: Because of printing 
deadlines, dates are subject to 
change. Before traveling to an 
event, please call first for specific 
infamw.tion. 

MAY4. 
Eighth Annual Arts and 

Crafts Festival. Arts and crafts 
exhibits, entertainment, food. 
Place: Keowee - Toxaway 
Center. For more information, 
contact Barbara Baker, P. 0. 
Box 1687, Clemson, S.C., 
29633, (803) 882-5620. 

Lowcountry Shrimp 
Festival. "Blessing of the Fleet," 
arts and crafts displays, band 
concerts, bake sale, seafood, 
raffles. Place: McClellanville. 
For more information, contact 
Headmaster Marvin E. Burris or 
Nancy M. Morrison, Archibald 
Rutledge Academy, P.O. Box 
520, McClellanville, S. C., 
29458, (803) 887-3323. 
MAY 8-JUNE 30. 

Natural Images. A collection 
of twenty color photographs of 
landscape and wildlife by 
professional photographer Larry 
Cameron whose work appears in 
national magazines and is well
known statewide through South 
Carolina Wildlife. Place: USC -
McKissick Museum, Columbia. 
For more information, contact 
(803) 777-8148. 
MAYl0-11. 

Palmetto Balloon Classic. 
Hot-air balloon races, crafts, 
fireworks, entertainment. Place: 
Camden. For more information, 
contact Greater Kershaw 
County Chamber of Commerce, 
P.O. Box 605, Camden, S.C., 
29020, (803) 432-2525. 

Cayce Congaree Carnival. 
Crafts, children's events, shrimp 
boil, road race, entertainment. 
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Place: Cayce. For more 
information, contact E. H. 
Heustess Jr., 1800 Twelfth 
Street, Cayce, S.C., 29033, 
(803) 796-9020. 
MAY 11. 

Strawberry Festival. Crafts 
fair, children's ga~es, barbecue 
dinner, strawberry desserts. 
Place: Aiken. For more 
information, contact St. 
Thaddeus Episcopal Church, 
126 Pendleton Street, Aiken, 
s.c., 29801, (803)648-5497. 
MAY 17-19. 

Sportsmen's Jubilee. Turkey
calling contest, bow shooting, 
turkey or deer seminars, "big 
buck rendezvous" with trophy 
for biggest deer, sports exhibits, 
snake show; wildlife biologists 
will be scoring deer racks. Place: 
YMCA Building, Laurens. For 
more information, contact Joe 
Kelly, (803) 994-4855. 
MAY18. 

Spring Onion Festival. 
Crafts, parade, and more. Place: 
Oak Grove. For more 
information, contact Marion 
Leaphart, Route 10, Box 4, 
Lexington, S. C., 29072, (803) 
356-1545. 
MAY 18-19. 

Lake Hartwell Bass Classic. 
A draw tournament, this classic 
will have limited entries for the 
largemouth bass competition. 
Apply early. Prizes. Place: 
Sadlers Creek State Park. For 
more information, contact PRT 
-Programs, (803) 758-3622 or 
7507. 

Little River Blue Crab 
Festival. Juried arts and crafts 
show staged along Little River's 
scenic waterfront. Place: Little 
River. For more information, 
contact Mary Arthur, P. 0. Box 
62, Little River, S.C., 29566, 
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(803) 249-3259. 
MAY23. 

Loggerhead Sea Turtle of the 
U.S. Lecture. The habits of this 
sea turtle, an endangered species 
that attracts much attention in 
the spring as the massive females 
emerge from the sea to lay their 
eggs in beach sands, will be 
presented by Dr. Edsel Caine. 
Place: Kimbel Center, Baruch 
Institute, 8:00 p. m. For more 
information, contact Lee 
Brockington, Baruch 
Foundation, P.O. Box 1413, 
Georgetown, S.C., 29442, 
(803) 546-3623 or 4623. 
MAY24-25. 

Mushroom Festival. Cook
off, clogging, country music, 
skydivers, street dance. Place: 
Neeses. For more information, 
contact H.M. Chaplin, P.O. 
Box 70, Neeses, S. C., 29107, 
(803) 247-2952. 
MAY 24-JULY 19. 

Living Traditions: Catawba 
Indian Pottery. The pottery 
tradition of the Catawba Indians 
will be examined through an 
interpretation of nineteenth and 
twentieth century objects and 
photographs. Hand built by slab 
or coil techniques, then smother 
fired, this pottery remains a 
living tradition today. Place: 
USC- McKissick Museum, 
Columbia. For more 
information, contact (803) 777-
8148. 
JUNE2. 

Archery at Chester. Experts 
placing emphasis on South 
Carolina deer and other archery 
styles help you improve your 
archery skills. Place: Chester 
State Park. For more 
information, contact PRT -
Programs, (803) 758-3622 or 
7507. 

JUNES. 
S.C. Food Festival. Games, 

exhibits, produce and free 
watermelon at State Farmer's 
Market. Place: Columbia. For 
more information, contact s.c. 
Department of Agriculture, 
P.O. Box 11280, Columbia, 
s.c., 29211, (803) 758-3531. 

Take-A-Kid Fishing Rodeo. 
Four- to fifteen-year-old kids 
compete in a fishing 
tournament. Equipment 
provided for the kids by fishing 
manufacturers; prizes, food. 
Trophies for largest fish and most 
poundage fish. Place: 
Orangeburg. For more 
information, contact Linda 
Williams, P.O. Box W, 
Orangeburg, S.C., 29116, 
(803) 534-4174. 
JUNE 10-16. 

Lake Murrayfest. Air show, 
water concert, crafts, beauty 
pageant, boat displays. Place: 
Lake Murray, Columbia. For 
more information, contact 
Miriam Silva, Lake Murray 
Tourism and Recreational 
Association, P.O. Box 210096, 
Columbia, S. C., 29221, (803) 
731-9990. 
JUNE22. 

Catfish Championship. 
Fishermen from across the 
Southeast compete for cash and 
prizes. Place: Eutawville. For 
more information, contactJ.R. 
Conner Jr., Rocks Pond 
Campground, Eutawville, 
29048, (803) 492-7915 .. -►. 

To list an event, please send 
information three months in 
advance of publication date to 
Tricia Way, South Carolina 
Wildlife, P.O. Box 167, 
Columbia, S.C., 29202, (803) 
758-0001. 
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WATCH ON SANTEE 
Rediversion of the Santee Cooper lakes' flow from Charleston's Cooper to the Santee River is finally complete. 
For our world-famous landlocked stripers and a multimillion dollar sportfishing industry, the final vigil 
has just begun. 

by Debra-Lynn Bledsoe 
photography by Phillip Jones 

This March, when the hand of 
rediversion slowed the flow of the Cooper 
River and cranked up the Santee to more 
than twice its normal flow, fishery biologists 
hovered nearby nervously crossing and 
uncrossing their fingers. 

Riding on the disruption of the delicate 
system of ebb and flow was a multimillion 
dollar striped bass fishery in lakes Moultrie 
and Marion. 

For fifteen years, biologists from the state's 
Wildlife and Marine Resources Department 
had studied conditions of the river systems 
in an attempt to save the fishery. Fifteen 
years later, despite the placement of a $1. 5 
million fish lift to help the Santee fishery 
along, they still were not sure that it would 
be maintained. 

The striper fishery had thrived for thirty 
years. Anadromous blueback herring had 
been traveling from the Atlantic up the 
swift-flowing Cooper River to spawn, and 
once upstream, the swift-water lovers had 

been naturally coerced through a dam into 
the sluggish lake system where they had 
provided food to maintain the nationally
acclaimed striped bass population. 

With the slowing of the river, however, 
biologists say the forage fish no longer will be 
enticed into the Cooper in numbers 
necessary to maintain the striper fishery. 
Ideally, the herring will adhere to laws of 
common sense, taking their business to the 
newly-fast Santee just up the coast. At the 
end of their upstream trip will be the $1. 5 
million fish lift- a carefully-designed 
device that the biologists hope will replace 
the Pinopolis Dam in lifting herring into the 
lakes. 

Biologists have their money riding on the 
fish lift which has proven successful in other 
parts of the country. The herring, it is 
hoped, will make their way into the 10-mile 
long rediversion canal near St. Stephens, 
instead of traveling on up the Santee where 
water flow will have remained the same as 

before rediversion. At the dam, they'll enter 
a channel that comprises the beginning of 
the lift. A gate will close and the fish will 
move into an elevator that will rise to lake 
level 53 feet above the channel. The 
elevator will open and the herring will move 
into another channel with windows on one 
side for public viewing and sonar equipment 
to count the fish. The fish will then be 
released into the lakeside portion of the 
channel where travel to the lakes should be a 
simple matter. Ideally, with the help of the 
lift, the fishery will continue without a hitch. 

Working biologists, however, know ideals 
rarely become reality in the complex laws of 
nature. And after fifteen years of studying 
herring habits and the distinctions between 
the two rivers, fisheries biologists have found 
that aspects inherent in the herring's 
lifestyle and man-made changes on the river 
system provide no guarantee the herring will 
ever get to the Santee lift. While biologists 
sit it out monitoring the herring in the river 

The future of Santee Cooper's fa med striped bass and the state's striped bass culture program will be decided here, atop the multimillion dollar dam and 
fish lift on the U.S. Corps of Engineer's Rediversion Canal. South Carolina anglers can only wait and hope as state fisheries biologists Tom Curtis, 
foreground, Dick Christie and co-workers labor to build up stocks of blueback herring and stripers in the Santee River. 
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system for the next five years, a multimillion 
dollar industry will stay on tilt. It will be 
several years before anybody can rest easy. 

It's somewhat of a fluke of nature 
combined with the work of man that the 
fishery was created about forty years ago. 

In 1941, a canal was dug, connecting the 
Santee to the Cooper. The canal was built 
so that, ultimately, there would be a more 
navigable trail leading from Charleston to 
Columbia. (That project was never 
completed; a canal that was to have been 
built in the Congaree River was not 
dredged. ) A second aspect of the project was 
the harnessing of hydroelectric power in the 
canal. Two dams, the Wilson Dam to the 
north and the Pinopolis Dam to the south, 
were built on the canal. By controlling 
intake and outtake through the dams, two 
lakes were formed - lakes Moultrie and 
Marion. 

For several years, largemouth, bream and 
crappie thrived in the lakes, while only a 
few striped bass of adult size were caught. 
Then about 1949, the situation began to 
change. 

Striped bass of all sizes were being caught 
in the lakes. Biologists were mystified; a 
landlocked striped bass population is rare, at 
best. The striped bass is an anadromous fish 
that spawns in rivers, but supposedly lives in 
the ocean (as is the blueback herring that 
feeds the bass). 

Apparently, the impoundment of the 
lakes trapped the stripers which later were 
found to be not truly anadromous. The 
striper population grew because of the work 
at the Pinopolis Dam, which opened three 
times a day to pass fish. The herring, which 
provide 25 percent of the striper's normal 
diet, got a free lift over the dam into the lake 
to feed the bass. Eventually, water on either 
side of the dam became healthy grounds for 
commercial herring fishing. 

Ultimately, the diversion of the two rivers 
led South Carolina to build a fish hatchery 
on the Cooper River, bringing nationwide 
attention to the state's miraculous 
landlocked striper population. The state 
traded fry to other states in return for their 
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From their control room atop the rediversion 
project, biologists will operate the controls which 
open and raise the fish lift, at dam's far right, 
locking blueback herring into the upper canal 
and Lake Moultrie. The lift tagging and 
monitoring area, shown at bottom, will raise 
spawning herring from the lower canal some 53 
feet to the upper canal level. Fish may be either 
channeled through to the right for counting and 
viewing, or herded into the gate-enclosed area at 
left for tagging before their release into the lakes. 
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SANTEE COOPER REDIVERSION 

Water once channeled down the Cooper to Charleston Harbor now 

flows back into the Santee. Can the fishery follow? 

Pinopolis Dam & Hatchery 

10,mile Long Rediversion Canal 

Jack D. Bayless Hatchery 

Atlantic Ocean 

Rediversion of Santee Cooper's waters from the Cooper River Tailrace back into the Santee 
River was deemed necessary to minimize siltation problems in Charleston Harbor ( see map at 
top). The trick for fisheries biologists is one of duplicating the Cooper's strong striped bass and 
blueback herring stocks in the Santee River and the new Jack D. Bayless Hatchery, far right in 
above photo, on the rediversion canal. 
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raising the young to fingerling size. The 
hatchery also developed fish to stock into 
lakes Marion , Moultrie and other lakes. 
Sportsmen came from all over the world to 
fish . Towns on the periphery of the lake 
blossomed with thriving fish-related trade. 

Ironically, it is the very project that 
created the special conditions for the 
industry that is now responsible for 
threatening the business. 

With diversion of the Santee and the 
subsequent increased flow of the Cooper, 
Charleston Harbor began developing 
tremendous siltation problems. At last ta lly, 
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers was 
spending about $ 10 million a year to dredge 
the harbor of the silt flowing down the 
Cooper. 

In the late l 950s the Corps decided to 
alleviate the problem by rediverting the 
Cooper to the Santee. By diverting 15 ,600 
cubic feet per second ( cfs) from the Cooper 
back to the Santee through another canal, 
the Cooper would be slowed to about 3 ,000 
cfs, and the Santee would be upped to as 
much as 27,000 cfs. 

The project passed environmental 
scrutiny basically without a hitch. 
Environmental voices were mere whispers 
behind the boom of economic concerns in 
those days. Then about 1969, the South 
Carolina wildlife department entered the 
picture voicing several concerns about the 
effects of rediversion. 

Although the project was already on line, 
there was room for the department at the 
negotiation table. The Corps accepted 
concerns about the fishery and promised to 
find a way to maintain the numbers of 
herring entering the lakes. It was in the early 
stages of negotiation that the Corps provided 
the fish lift and also agreed to build another 
hatchery. Since 1977, the Corps has 
provided the wildlife department with 
$50,000 to $ 100,000 each year to help 
understand herring habits throughout the 
rivers and lakes. The questions of most 
importance were: How many herring are 
migrating to the Cooper? Will the same 
number migrate to the Santee after 
rediversion ? Will their migration patterns 
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Santee Cooper's striped bass fishery depends upon the diminutive 
blue backs ' spring migration from the sea to resupply the lakes with their 
prime striped bass food source. If all goes as planned, herring will leave 

the Santee River and enter the I 0-mile-long rediversion canal to be lifted 
into Lake Moultrie. Herring fry spawned in the lakes will be released 

back through the canal to begin their four-year cycle. 

take them to the fish lift in the numbers that 
they were migrating to the Pinopolis Dam ? 

To answer those questions, fisheries 
biologists led by Tom C urtis, now chief of 
the Rembert C. Dennis Wildlife Center in 
Moncks Comer, and later led by biologist 
Dick C hristie entered into a study that 
would not end for fifteen years. Much of 
their work involved counting herring on the 
rivers via state-of-the-art sonar equipment, a 
tagging system and sometimes using their 
hands and eyes to double-check the count. 

They found that the number of herring 
traveling through the Pinopolis Locks on the 
Cooper each year since 197 5 averaged 
almost twice as many as the herring that 
migrate to the Santee each year; about six 
million travel the Pinopolis Locks each year, 
and about three and one-half to four million 
migrate to the Santee. 

They also found migration patterns gave 
no guarantee that a sudden increase in water 
flow on the Santee would bring a sudden 
influx of herring to the more northern river. 
Herring are apparently homing fish , and 
those born on the Cooper may continue to 
go to the Cooper to spawn leaving a gap of 
several years before the population shows the 
necessary increase at the Santee fish lift. 

"We're expecting the herring run to 
increase on the Santee as a result of 
increased water flow, but there's going to be 
a lag time," C urtis said. "You just don 't tum 
the water on and have a great abundance of 
herring. Even if we have a good spawn this 
spring, it will be three years before those 
herring come back and make an increase in 
the number of adults locked into the lake." 

Another problem the fishery is facing is 
not inherent in herring habits, but is man
made. The Santee River's Wilson Dam 
upstream of the rediversion canal 
historically releases flood water into the 
Santee several times a year with such force 
that, in other years, spawning herring have 
been attracted past the rediversion canal to 
the Wilson Dam. 

The Corps has told the wildlife 
department they' ll pay for a device to ward 
off the problem if biologists deem it 
necessary. Such a device might be an 
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inflatable coffer dam across the Santee just 
above the entrance of the rediversion canal. 
Biologists also are looking at an electrical 
barrier or a sound barrier that would stun the 
fish and keep them out of the Santee, 
diverting their attention to the flowing water 
of the rediversion canal. None of the 
diversion techniques are flawless. 

For the next few seasons, it's going to be 
hit and miss for the conditions on the 
Santee during the crucial spring months 
when the herring usually converge by the 
millions at the Cooper's Pinopolis Locks. 
C urtis and C hristie will carefully monitor 
the fish lift seeking optimum times and 
conditions for operation. 

They will be particularly intent on the 
number of fish that actually go through the 
lift. Those numbers will again be tallied 
with the use of the state-of-the-art fish 
counter at the fish lift. The situation will be 
reported to the Corps. 

If the herring population fa ils to increase 
to numbers comparable to those that did 
exist before rediversion, it's back to the 
negotiation table. The Corps says they're 
willing to listen , and Christie hopes that in 
the event of fa ilure the Corps will consider 
putting more water flow back on the 
Cooper. 

"That would just negate the whole project 
if they agreed to more water flow on the 
Cooper," C hristie says. He says, however, 
that he feels confident the two groups will be 
able to come to common ground on an 
agreement with the help of the public. 

"I think we're going to go through a 
period of vital concern, for four to eight 
years, perhaps, when I think we' ll be 
negotiating with the Corps on options. If we 
get support from the fishing public, we may 
get what we need." 

Even if all goes well , it's going to take a 
while for the stripers in the lakes, as well as 
the herring population , to get used to a new 
doorway between stomping grounds. It's also 
going to take a more sophisticated being 
the South Carolina sportsman - some time 
to find and get accustomed to new fishing 
holes. The excellent fishing once found 
along certain spots in the southeast comers 

of the lakes probably won't be there 
anymore. 

Commercial fishermen may suffer, too. 
The best spots for herring harvest used to be 
on either side of the Pinopolis Locks where 
those herring waiting to move over the dam 
and those wanting to head back to the ocean 
would congregate. If the herring decide to 
change their habits as biologists hope and 
move over to the Santee, the prime fishing 
situation will establish itself on either side of 
the St. Stephens Dam. But the Corps is 
forbidding the use of boats throughout the 
canal's entire length to avoid erosion of the 
earthen dikes. 

Rediversion has turned the lives of 
biologists, sportsmen , commercial fishermen 
and merchants who make their living from 
lakes Marion and Moultrie's fish trade into a 
living limbo. None can hazard a guess as to 
the future of the multimillion dollar fishery. 
All know that the next few years will be 
crucial, and, at least for C hristie, a breath of 
relief won't come for a decade more. 

"We're looking at a delicate picture for 
quite some time. Since herring require four 
years to reach spawning age , any natural 
reproduction increases ofbluebacks in the 
river will not show up in Santee's available 
brood stock until 1989. Also, while we've 
stocked about 100,000 striped bass fingerlings 
per year into the Santee for the past seven 
years, our stripers require about ten years to 
sexually mature. O ur stockings have been 
only moderately successful , but stripers 
should pick up with the Santee's increased 
flow under rediversion . Still , no large 
numbers comparable to those previously 
attainable in the Cooper will be available for 
striped bass culture work until about 1995," 
Christie said. 

In the interim C urtis, C hristie and their 
co-workers hope to collect herring and 
stripers from both the Cooper and the 
Santee. O ne of South Carolina's greatest 
recreational industries, based on an 
internationally-acclaimed freshwater fishery, 
hangs in the balance. ·• 

Debra-Lynn Bledsoe, a newspaper reporter in South 
Carolina for three years, is currently general 
assignments reporter for The State newspaper. 
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Beel Work 

Regular customers always 
look for his brown Mercury 
hardtop. Its presence signals 
the ''Reel Wizard's" available 
to perform rod and reel 
repairs guaranteed to get the 
tops from their tackle 
investment. 

by John Davis 
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w ho wile, Gail, staffis the 
frontcounter,C. M. "Buck" Gamer works his 
way from an elevated platform at his tackle 
shop's rear, through the aisles and out into 
the parking lot for a casting demonstration. 
His movements are those of a veteran actor, 
never too rushed, sometimes"flamboyant, 
always designed to play to a steady audience 
of entering and departing customers. 

Gamer's wave draws newcomers and 
regulars deeper into the smorgasbord of 
tackle displays, past saluting rod racks to his 
work area. The mysteries of reel repair are 
about to be revealed. 

"Come on up here and let's take a look at 
this poor old thing." Two customers sipping 
coffee gather closer as Gamer opens a well
worn Ambassadeur brought in for servicing. 

"Oh , Mercy! Somebody packed his boat 
trailer wheel bearings and figured the same 
treatment would smooth out his reel. We'll 
have to cut this stuff out with a pocketknife. 
You fellas got time to stay and suit up for the 
operation ?" 

Gamer began working on minor reel and 
tackle repairs during the fifties. "We had a 
fe llow who'd come by the shop I managed 
part-time and pick up any major work, but 
you never knew when he'd show up again," 
Gamer said. "So, I started tinkering with 
my own reels and rods at home- finding 

out how they worked and what made them 
work better. " 

That tinkering paid off as the dark
haired , former fishing guide began to 
experiment with old and new model tackle, 
often constructing his own tools and 
methods for cleaning and fine tuning. He 
developed a local reputation as one of the 
best at being able to salvage almost any reel. 
And by the time he opened his own place, 
Buck's Sport Shop 'N Market in Columbia, 
Gamer had discovered a way to oil sealed 
reel bearings , then spin the reel at 30,000 
rpms, wipe off any excess oil , adjust and 
tune until a baitcasting reel cast smoother 
and farther without the worries of thumb 
pressure and adjustments for lure weights. 

Jerry G ibbs, nationally-known 
sportfish ing writer, stopped at Buck's before 
a trip to the Santee Cooper lakes, was 
ushered outside by G amer to cast a modified 
reel and spent the remainder of the 
afternoon having his reels cleaned and 
adjusted . The resulting mention in one of 
G ibbs' columns started reels coming from 
across the country and established G amer's 
reputation as a true wizard at baitcasting reel 
repairs. 

When Buck's sells a new baitcasting reel 
or a rod and reel combination , the customer 
knows his purchase has been thoroughly 
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enroute to a fishing spot. "Dust swirling in 
the back of a pickup or a trailered boat can 
get into the tightest reel, grit up your line 
and cause abrasion from rod guides. Poly 
bags like those most reel covers are made 
from will cause a reel to sweat. Soft canvas, 
like a bank bag will give better protection. 

Gamer advises that tackle should be 
stored between trips in a room with 
controlled temperature, or at least 
somewhere out of the elements. "The worst 
thing you can do is store your tackle in a car 
trunk or a boat rod box. It's like storing it in 
an oven . Rods and reels are meant for use 
above water, not under water," he said. 

Monofilament fishing lines break down 
rapidly when exposed to direct sunlight. At 
a cost of about $3 to $4 per hundred-yard
spool, lines are the least expensive part of a 

~ fishing outfit. Lines should be checked 
;==-rr, ◄ o regularly. 

~...;..;~--~ "Old line and big fish equal a fishing 
From atop the platform at his shop's rear, C. M. "Buck" Gamer applies more than thirty years disaster, " Gamer said. "I've got some 
of experience in revealing the inner workings of a baitcastingreel. His simple preventative tips on customers who change line almost every 
tackle care are guaranteed to save the sportsman money. trip. That's okay if you're a line tester and get 

checked, cleaned and tuned. While Gamer 
admits there's not much that can go wrong 
with late model tackle from quality 
manufacturers, he tries to educate anglers to 
the need for an initial reel cleaning check 
and preventative maintenance on all tackle. 

"I don't care where you buy your outfit, 
it's going to be a pretty hefty investment," 
Gamer said. "From $4 5 to $ 185 forthe latest 
baitcasting reels and another $20 to $135 for 
good to top-of-the-line rods. It's an 
investment you need to take care of, rather 
than simply toss in and out of the boat. 

"I've never yet seen a stringer of fish 
brought in here that was caught by casting a 
boat and motor, or sophisticated electronics 
gear. 'Tween you and your fish, it's the 
tackle that counts. Rod, reel, line and lure 
let you land or lose a fish. But few anglers do 
little more to their tackle than breaking off 
and tying on different lures. Occasionally 
they may change lines when the old line 
becomes too short to cast." 

Gamer noted that most purchasers, upon 
taking a new reel from its box, give the 
handle a good spin . "I've washed metal 
filings out of reels that just came from the 
box," he said. "One crank of the handle and 
you'd have a scored bearing or damaged 
gears. Clean and check the gears for oil first 
thing. Keep the reel serviced and you'll add 
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years to the life of your new purchase." 
For weekend and occasional anglers, the 

"Reel Wizard" advises a yearly reel-cleaning 
check. Those who fish more often should 
service twice a year, and anyone who fishes 
tournaments on a professional or semi
professional basis should service his reel 
quarterly. 

"You can do it yourself with a stiff artist's 
brush, alcohol and a staple oil designed to 
stay on the gears without gumming," Gamer 
said. He mixes his own oils, but 
recommends WGL Marine Formula White 
Teflon Lubricant, Silicoate, or even Outter's 
Gun Oil for gears and bearings. 

"Brush out the reel with alcohol and let it 
dry. Apply a little coat of oil and wipe off 
the excess. If you're fishing all day it won't 
hurt to lightly oil the worm gear two or three 
times as you fish. And, once in a while, 
don't forget a small drop of oil for any screws. 

Rods should be wiped down with a self
cleaning furniture polish, reel-locking 
screws lightly oiled and guides cleaned with 
a Q-tip. "If there's a microscopic crack in 
the rod guides that could fray or catch the 
line under stress, the cotton will catch in it," 
Gamer said. "You'll be able to replace the 
guide before, not after, losing a fish." 

Gamer advises placing the rod and reel in 
the boat's rod box or in a cloth bag while 

free spools. The rest of us should change 
lines spring, summer, fall and winter. And, 
if your fishing activity peaks during certain 
seasons, you might need to change more 
often. 

"Check your line regularly each time you 
catch a fish or tie on a new lure. You can do 
this by very gently pinching the line 
between thumb and forefinger as you make a 
retrieve check. If there's a knot or any rough 
area, you'll feel it. Clip it off if it's near the 
lure. Change the line if it's farther up." 

A final reminder to sharpen hooks and 
check their fastenings, before and during 
use, complete the list of tackle checks 
Gamer guarantees will produce more than 
your money's worth in tackle life and fishing 
success. If you discover a problem that 
simple maintenance can't solve, drop by 
your nearest "reel wizard." Good service 
from the sportfishing retailer and the 
manufacturer, provided you've practiced 
proper tackle use and care, is part of what 
you purchased with that new rod and reel. 
And, if your "wizard" is like Gamer, you'll 
also get the latest on who's catching what, 
where, on what and when; the latest big 
ones that got away; and maybe even try a 
new knot or casting technique. It's all a part 
of the free performance, aimed at helping 
anglers catch more fish, have more fun and 
come back again and again . . -. 
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THE SEEDEATERS 
by Pete Laurie 
paintings by Lucien Harris I I I 

Finches and sparrows comprise the largest and most widely 

distributed family of birds in North America. They owe much of their 

success to the ability to subsist chiefly on seeds, with a minimum of 

animal matter supplementing their vegetarian diet. Thus, they have 

evolved stout conical bills capable of cracking the toughest seed pods. 

Most of these birds are ground feeders; all are strong fliers capable of long 

migrations. 

Although many of the finches and sparrows lack the richly-colored 

plumage so typical of songbirds, the following pages and the cover 

feature some of the most colorful and best known of South Carolina's 

seedeaters. 

I
NDIGO BUNTING (Passerinacyanea) 

In the Carolina summer sun a small bird singing from a telephone 

wire is quite apt to be an indigo bunting. Viewed from a passing car, 

buntings lack the hunched-shouldered look of bluebirds and are much 

smaller than other summer wire sitters such as doves, red wings, 

mockingbirds and shrikes. In direct sunlight the male's brilliant plumage 

shimmers, but silhouetted against the summer sky more often appears a 

colorless black. 

In the breeding season, the iridescent males seek out high 

conspicuous perches where they throw back their heads and sing, 

"Sweet, sweet, see-it see-it." Few sounds better signify summer. 

Meanwhile, the plain brown females seek out brushy edges and stream 

borders to weave cup-like nests and incubate the bluish white eggs. 

Although they seldom visit feeders, indigo buntings frequent 

orchards, pastures and rural yards making them familiar to country folk. 

Common but inconspicuous, their appetite for weed seeds makes them 

most beneficial to farmers and gardeners. Such noxious weeds as 

dandelion, goldenrod and thistles rank among the indigo's favorites. 

A frequent nesting host to the parasitic cowbird, the indigo 

bunting remains a bird of horsepasture borders, rural electric right-of

ways and hot, dusty summer days. 
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nAINTED BUNTING (Passerinaciris) 

1 ~th a temperament to match their fiery plumage, painted 

buntings spice the summer coast with flashing reds, blues, and greens, 

constant warbling song and fierce territorial duels. Once commonly 

called nonpareil (having no equal) painted buntings breed along the 

inland river flood plains, but generally are birds of the coastal plain. 

Spanish colonists poetically christened this colorful bunting mariposa 

pintada- painted butterfly, a fitting description for a bird that vividly 

displays the rainbow's most brilliant colors. 

They seem especially at home on barrier islands where maritime 

forests shade into brushy second growth edges of myrtle, smilax and 

sweetgum. During the breeding season males fight pitched battles that 

occasionally end in permanent injury or death. Two males scuffling in 

the dirt sometimes become so engrossed in combat and so exhausted 

they can be captured by hand. 

The breeding rites of spring extract a heavy toll. Males sometimes 

destroy the eyesight of their rival and tear feathers from each other in 

desperate battles for mates. Painted buntings win mates by defending 

and holding their chosen territory, a tactic common to many other 

birds. 

Like other buntings, the males deliver their pleasant song from 

conspicuous perches and always remain alert for passing females or 

encroaching rivals. Prolific, they usually raise three, and occasionally 

four, broods during their summer-long breeding season, Unlike other 

members of this genus, males retain their radiant, distinctive plumage 

year-round. The female is so unlike the male it is difficult to believe the 

two belong to the same species. 

Although they nest in dense edges, often in a clump of Spanish 

moss, buntings feed in open areas, typically fluttering about the seed 

heads of tall grasses or riding the stalks over almost to the ground. Not at 

all shy, they regularly visit suburban feeders and birdbaths bringing some 

of the most richly-hued plumage in North America with them. Arthur 

T. Wayne described this bunting as "gorgeous." The first sighting of a 

painted bunting is a memorable event. 
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A MERI CAN GOLDFINCH ( Carduelis sinica) 

n Bounding through the air well above the tree tops, a 

goldfinch punctuates its undulating flight with a distinctive, repeated 

"per-chick-o-ree, per-chick-o-ree." The goldfinch's flight makes it appear 

as if it is riding waves of air much like an ocean-tossed boat. More 

often heard than seen, these tiny birds become conspicuous only when 

they descend en masse at a backyard feeding tray. When a flock finds a 

feeder they settle in comfortably, their stubby little bills more than a 

match for sunflower seeds. 

A typical, day-time migrant of North America, few goldfinches 

remain north when snow flakes tumble from slate-grey skies. 

In the winter woodlands, sweetgum trees, bare of leaves but still 

adorned with spherical seed pods like so many Christmas tree 

ornaments, often host a flock of goldfinches twittering among 

themselves while extracting seeds from the spiked pods. 

The popular American goldfinch ranges from coast to coast. Such 

widely-dispersed states as New Jersey, Washington and Iowa claim it as 

their state bird. Its gold, black and white plumage produces a distinctive 

beauty, but in winter, the male's brilliance vanishes and the two sexes 

look remarkably alike. 

In the spring and summer these birds add a touch of gold to sunlit 

pastures and upstate roadsides as they seek goldenrod, burdock and 

other weed seeds. Thistles are a special favorite. Goldfinches begin their 

mating well into summer, a time well-chosen for its abundance of 

thistledown, a preferred nest-building material. Its nest is as pretty as it 

is functional. Firmly woven from plant fibers and lined with 

thistledown, it is often found affixed to an upright fork. They raise but 

one brood a year, often as late as September when the young birds will 

immediately have an abundance of seeds. Farm land with a sprinkling of 

trees makes a favored nesting site for this popular·bird once referred to as 

the "wild canary." 

In winter, goldfinches radiate cheerfulness, injecting the dreariest 

day with their exuberance. Flashing yellow against the greenery of 

vegetation, the American goldfinch is a joyous part of warm summer days. 
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D
ARK,EYED JUNCO (Junco hyemalis) 

Often called snowbirds locally, juncos occur sporadically 

during the winter, sharing the thicket hide-aways of white-throated 

sparrows and towhees. On crisp, frosty mornings they venture out along 

weedy roadsides and flush, white tail feathers flashing at passing cars. 

Intent on foraging, juncos often can be approached closely enough 

to see their pink beaks and legs and to hear their thin reedy calls. They 

regularly frequent feeders but usually stay on the ground scratching for 

spilled seed. 

One of the easiest sparrows to identify, juncos, while seldom 

abundant, always occur in flocks, never singularly. A larger, grayer 

subspecies called the Carolina junco breeds from the South Carolina 

mountains northward into Maryland. For the most part, however, 

juncos visit the state only as winter migrants. No weather ever seems too 

cold for them although ornithologist Arthur T. Wayne reported that a 

severe cold snap in February of 1899 "killed enormous numbers." 

A bird banded in Massachusetts in 19 31 was shot ten years later at 

Conway, South Carolina, an unusual longevity record for a small 

songbird, most of which seldom live more than a year or two. 

Lucien Harris III of Highlands, North Carolina, is widely known 

throughout the South for his exquisitely rendered paintings of birds. 

Harris captures the beauty of birds because he sees with an artist's eye 

and paints with the understanding of a naturalist. He is the son of the 

late Lucien Harris Jr. , a leading amateur lepidopterist and ornithologist 

(Butterflies of Geargia), and the greatgrandson of noted storyteller Joel 

Chandler Harris. 

Reproductions of Harris' paintings first appeared in South Carolina 

Wildlife's March-April 1983 issue (See "Spring's Virtuosos."). Readers' 

responses and requests for prints were so enthusiastic that the four 

species shown in "Birds of the South" ( cover not available) have been 

carefully reproduced in a set of 950 signed, fine art prints and 50 artist's 

proofs. See page 64 for information on ordering . . -. 

All prints © 1985 Lucien Harris 111 . Seedeater's study skins courtesy of Clemson University. 
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I Fishermen seeking the thrills of big game fishing without 
the expense of running offshore find shark fishing the 
ultimate sport. 

Putting The Bite On 

26 

by Waring W. "The Creekman" Hills 

photography by Phillip Jones 

As the water warms, small and not-so
small sharks enter our coastal waters and 
creeks. Tides seem to have little effect on 
whether or not they feed. I have seen them 
just as active on a rising as on a fa lling tide. 
And they can fight! A blacktip or a spinner 
provides a high speed, top performance 
battle. 

I can't handle the big sharks by rigging 
only for the smaller ones. For small sharks 
( up to 4 feet), light to medium action rods 6 
feet or more in length and spinning or 
casting reels with a minimum of 200 yards 
capacity for 20-pound-test line will give the 
most fight. Bring plenty of extra line as a 
large shark, channel bass, drum and even 
tarpon may take your bait and strip away all 
of your line. Hooks of 4/0 to 9/0 size should 
be strong and extra sharp. A wire leader 
from 2 to 4 feet in length is a must as the 
shark's teeth and sandpaper hide will quickly 
sever fishing lines. A good rule of thumb for 
leader size is to choose a length that matches 
the length of the shark you intend to land. 
A strong gaff with a 4-foot handle, a 
fish billy and a sharp, strong knife ( the 
standard fillet knife is too flimsy) with at 
least a 6-inch blade complete the outfit. 

While a free-drifting line will take sharks, 
most of the species in our waters are bottom 
feeders. You'll need plenty of weight to keep 
the large bait down in the fast moving tide, 
though some of the best action usually 
occurs at the edge of eddies and holes where 

Left, far off Capers Island, Tim Lloyd holds fast 
to the flying gaff as angler John Wierman strains 
against the rod. Far left, after two exhausting 
hours the crew of The Capt. Kid, a boat 
provided by Haddrell's Point Tackle and Supply 
in Mt. Pleasant, comes face to face with a 600-
pound tiger shark. 
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Bringing a fresh shark on board a small boat is equivalent to 
playing shower stall handball with a buzzsaw blade. 

currents are not quite so strong. Small 
downriggers with 5- to IO-pound 
cannonballs are ideal as they keep baits on 
the bottom and snap away on the strike , thus 
avoiding fighting the weight. 

When two of my sons were in their mid
teens, they talked me into going fishing for 
sharks only. We got a box of scraps for bait 
and chum from a friend who owns a shrimp 
boat. O ur tackle was one big rod with 20-
pound-test line and two others with only 14-
pound test. 

We put in at Buck Hall Landing and 
headed for Harbor River at the north end of 
Bulls Bay, a sheltered area ideal forour 16-
foot boat. We anchored in about 12 feet of 
water and started dropping chunks of fish 
and squid over the side. 

The secret to shark fishing is making the 
sharks think there is plenty of easy food 
available. By chumming with oily fish such 
as menhaden , herring, mackerel and squid, 
you can literally lead the sharks your way. 
Oily fish make good bait. Head and body 
cavity chunks seem to work best at attracting 
strikes. Slice these off as if cutting steaks 
from larger fish and hook them as securely as 
possible to withstand attacks from crabs and 
small fish . 

Tail pieces and smaller bait fish can be 
ground up and frozen, then put into onion 
sacks and hung in the water for chum. 
Tossing over a few whole fish sliced into 
small pieces also helps convince your 
intended quests that dinner is indeed being 
served. 

The boys baited up the bloody chunks of 
scrap fish, mainly menhaden, and we waited 
for a strike. Tide was falling and as the water 
left the huge flats in the bay, the sharks 
sought the deeper water of the channels. As 
they entered the deeper water, they 
encountered the chum slick and followed it 
to the baited lines. Then the fun started! 

One after the other hit , giving the boys 
some fine battles. Sandbar sharks are 
content to slug it out tug for tug like channel 
bass, but when a blacktip or a spinner hits, 
they will go airborne for a good part of the 
fight. 

Leave the reel in free spool, or set for as 
light a drag as possible for the current will 
produce more solid pickups. Set the rod in 
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position and don 't touch it until you're sure 
Mr. Jaws really has the hook within his 
toothy mouth. Sharks most often pick up a 
bait and drop it, or pick it up and swim away 
a bit before attempting to swallow it, 
particularly if the bait chunk is a large one. 
Give them a few seconds running time 
before touching the rod, but when you've 
engaged the reel or tightened the drag, take 
up slack line and strike hard, at least twice to 
sink the hook as deeply as possible. 

After a couple of hours' action , we'd more 
than enough shark and the boys were out of 
breath. But they wanted one more. So we set 
the lines again and what I had expected all 
along happened. The big rod almost jerked 
out of the boat. My older boy grabbed the 
rod and set the hook. Water off the stem 
erupted in a geyser as about 7 feet ofblacktip 
came up for about 10 feet worth of air! The 
landing was the best belly flop I've ever seen . 
Then the big shark headed for Bermuda. 
End of fight. The shark had won in less than 
ten seconds. 

That's the excitement of shark fishing. 
Sometimes you bring 'em in . . . sometimes 
you don 't. 

Shark meat is a truly delicious seafood, 
and the smaller sharks taste better than the 
larger ones. There are many different ways 
shark can be prepared, and each shark has 
its own distinctive flavor. When you catch a 
shark you want to keep, get it bled and on 
ice as soon as possible. Sharks have no 
kidneys and, without this preparation , can 
have a heavy ammonia smell and taste. But 
beware your would-be dinner's thrashing 
head. Bringing a fresh shark on board a 
small boat is equivalent to playing shower 
stall handball with a buzzsaw blade. A good 
gaff and fishbilly in the boat are vital. You 
must kill the shark before it comes aboard or 
it may take over the boat. And if you can't 
handle the big ones, you let them go. 

I watched two fellows fishing in 
C harleston Harbor one Sunday at the 
G rilliage off Sullivans Island. They were 
hoping for a big channel bass. Instead , they 
got about 6 feet of shark. 

The fight was fun to watch , but not as 
enjoyable as the spectacle of watching those 
boys try to bring the shark aboard! The boat 
was a 15-footer, but those boys wanted the 

shark. So out went the gaff and in came the 
shark ... fully alive. The shark must have 
decided that they were trying to cook him 
alive on the hot bottom of the boat. 

First it tried to beat the boys apart with its 
tail. Then it tried to bite 'em. They instantly 
leapt to the tip of the boat's bow, giving the 
rest to the shark. From their perch on the 
bow the two anglers watched helplessly as 
life jackets, tackle boxes, fishing rods, a case 
of beer and coolers went flying out of the 
boat and into the harbor. After breaking 
another rod or two, the shark seemed to 
think, "well, enough of this," and flipped 
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Marine Resources biologist Don Hammond gaffs a black tip shark small enough to bring aboard while John Davis and Robert Clark safely keep their 
distance. Small sharks like this one taken from Charleston Harbor are fun to catch and make good table fare. 

over the side into the harbor, dragging along 
the rod on which it had been caught. 

Even with the small sharks, the only safe 
one is a dead one. And sometimes "dead" 
sharks don't stay that way. A boat out of 
Australia caught a huge Mako and dragged it 
backwards in the water for three hours to 
Brisbane. It weighed in at 350 pounds. 
While hanging on the scales the shark 
revived and proceeded to tear down the 
scale and flip itself back into the water. It 
jumped three times as it swam out of 
Brisbane harbor and back to the ocean . The 
Australian Film Institute has the entire 
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episode on film - from the hooking to the 
escape. 

Fishing in inshore waters for sharks is 
excellent during the warmer months, 
particularly from mid-April to late July. 
Sounds, inlets, bays and rivers are especially 
good areas. Surf fishing for sharks seems to 
be best in June and July. But check for local 
ordinances about shark fishing off the 
beach. For obvious reasons, it is prohibited 
from piers and certain beaches by local laws. 

Shark fishing is a sport fast gaining in 
popularity. Give the small sharks a try, and 
the shark bug may bite you. Then you can 

try for that thousand-pounder. You'll need 
one of the bigger gamefish outfits , 60- to 
100-pound test, spools of coated leaders, a 
flying gaff, a big game harness and a bigger 
boat with fighting chairs. Lawd help ya, 
'cause you're the one got "hooked." _ _,., 

Waring W Hills is better known to anglers from 
Georgetown to Charleston as ''The Creekman. '' He 
has hunted and fished the Lowcountry since his 
childhood, hosted fishing report shows and numerous 
tournaments sponsored by the South Carolina Ports 
Authority. He now resides at Tibwin Plantation and 
is working on a book about his outdoor experiences. 
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Overleaf, Gothic writers invented lunar horror and mystery in the literary 
warld of werewolves - the ultimate, imaginary influence on man. A full 
and yellow moon moves the imagination, the human spirit and the oceans, 
but it can also draw time to a standstill for insomniacs. 

S 
hould the ultimate, comprehensive history of man ever be 
written, the moon should provide glorious reading. On a 
desolate, dusty lunar surface, known as the Sea ofT ranquility, 
the human species first set foot onto another world. It was July 

20, 1969, when the Eagle landed, a time of excitement so embedded in 
contemporary history it seems an eternity ago. 

Most of us remember what man did to the moon sixteen years ago; 
500 million of us, in fact, watched men walk on the moon. And 
some of us remember that bits and pieces of moon rocks were brought 
back to be tested and examined all over the Earth in an amazing 
array of laboratories. From time to time, we hear or read that lasers 
and other beams are bounced off the moon in the name of research, 
and occasionally some visionary or space-age entrepreneur steps • 

forward to promote 
the idea of a moon 
base. But most of us 
ordinary people don't 
think about the 
moon a great deal. 
We know that man 
has had an effect on 
the moon, but we 
give little, if any, 
thought to what the 
moon might be 
doing to us, our 
environment and 
wildlife. Why think 
about it? The moon 
is so very far away. 

The moon's orbit averages 240,000 miles from Earth, about the 
distance of fifty roundtrip, trans-America drives from Columbia, 
South Carolina to Oakland, California. ,. a vast distance. A distance 
the influence of the moon apparently can overcome. People love the 
moon; they gaze at it, and countless lyrics, poems and song titles pay 
homage to Earth's lonely satellite. 

Sigurd Olson captured the ailuring nature of the moon in a noble 
medley of essays entitled The Singing Wilderness ... "Is it any wonder 
that we still marvel at the coming of each full moon, that it makes us 
restless, uncertain and adventurous? Is it any wonder, even though 
we no longer depend on it for good or evil omens, that it continues to 
arouse strange and indefinable feelings within us? As moderns we 
may have forgotten its ancient meaning, but inherently our 
responses to moonlight are no different from those of our ancestors 
-or, for that matter, from the responses of all other living things on 
the planet. It is still an event of cosmic significance." 

The cosmic significance of the moon still inspires poets and gives 
lovers a good reason to be alone, and yes, someday, it may even be a 
spaceport where lunar lovers stare back at Earth, but the idea that 
the moon holds influence over the everyday occurrences of men, 
animals and plants seems more like a myth to the rational-minded. 
The belief, for instance, that mahogany trees felled during a full 
moon are protected from termites is sheer lunacy to many. But the 
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The harvest moon rises over the Blue Ridge Mountains. Sometimes, an orange-red, gigantic moon dominates the horizon when the curvature of Earth's 
atmosphere magnifies and distorts it like a lens. Dust and other airborne impurities filter the lens, and so the harvest moon. 

natives who make their living felling the trees know better. The 
moon controls the movement of the tides, why not the rise of sap ? 

Only science can ultimately answer a question such as that, and 
science is beginning to catch up with folk beliefs. C hronobiology, a 
new field of science, is beginning to explore the cycles present in 
such activities as sleeping and waking and the bodily production of 
certain chemicals. The moon and other heavenly bodies will not 
escape study. It's too early to tell , but lunar legends and influences, 
like many folk beliefs, may actually rest on as yet undiscovered 
principles of science. 

In the distant past, the absence of sufficient scientific knowledge 
undoubtedly gave rise to myths and folklore. Some things we readily 
understood. Unquestionably, tides and eclipses are two lunar effects 
that influence man and animals alike, but other, more subtle, less 
understood relationships exist between life and the moon . The rise 
and fa ll of tides set off extraordinary chains of causality in the 
physical environment of ocean creatures not yet fully understood. 
The moon's phases, for instance, somehow exert a direct influence 
on the mating activity of certain marine animals. In the distant 
Mediterranean and Red Seas, sea urchins spawn more actively 
during a full moon. And in the South Pacific, paolo worms are 
similarly influenced to rise to the surface to mate. Unfortunately for 
the paolo worms, perceptive natives aware of their moon-inspired 
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courtship await in canoes, and they quickly scoop the worms up. 
Prompted by the moon, the grunion, a small marine fish , invades 
Southern California's beaches in tremendous numbers one night 
every year to give Californians an annual festival firmly fixed in the 
lunar cycle, an event Californians rely on as surely as they rely on the 
swallows of Capistrano to return. 

The lunar effect touches other lifeforms as well. The lowly oyster 
opens and closes with the tides because it is in harmony with the 
moon , and homing pigeons can "home in" because they exhibit an 
uncanny talent for pinpointing the precise location of the moon , 
even in broad daylight. Their ability to chart accurate flight paths 
during any time of the lunar month never diminishes regardless of 
the phase of the moon . The pigeons can 't rely on subtle changes in 
gravity to home in with because the moon's effect on gravity is the 
same at both full and new moons. Somehow the birds can 
distinguish one peak of the moon from another in any given month. 

And the helping influence of the moon is welcomed by migrating 
salmon . A young salmon 's annual run to the sea must occur with 
clocklike precision . The darkness of the new moon cues them to 
begin their long journey to the sea. Though it has the ring somewhat 
of an old folk tale, it is, in fact , based on research . 

Before beginning migration , the fish must undergo a process 
known as smoltification , a change evinced in appearance, behavior 
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and metabolism. Smolt ification, if it is to prepare the young salmon 
for migration, must occur at a precise time. A salmon's thyroxine 
level consistently peaks during the occurrence of a new moon and 
frequently peaks with it exactly. This increase in the level of the 
thyroxine hormone stimulates smoltification . 

I 
t's conceivable that the moon can control animals somewhat, but 

does it really exert some control over man , the master of the planet ? 
Since primordial days, man has gazed in wonder at the radiant orb 
floating overhead. He has invented all kinds of stories to account 

for the changes it undergoes, and he has even found ways to explain 
eclipses, those events of terror that once cost some inattentive court 
astronomers their heads centuries ago for fa iling to predict such events. 

Some nights the moon shines with such brilliance it's hard to 
believe only 7 percent of the sunlight falling on it is reflected. Lunar 
rocks, remember, are coal black, but primitive men didn't know 
that. Still, they decided to make use of the moon even if they didn't 
comprehend it. Ancient man , being a practical animal, put the 
moon to good use without worrying too much about its nature. O ne 
such use was as a means of spotting the terrifying creatures of the 
night that stalked him in hopes of an easy meal. 

Full moons bring insomnia to many hapless people. Insomnia is a 
miserable infliction that some insist is a carryover from primitive 
times. Ancient men that fell asleep during a full moon were easy prey 
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for cruising nighttime predators. To stay awake was to stay alive, and 
thus a basis for insomnia during a full moon even today. 

Another use for the moon changed the world forever -
agriculture. Primitive man took advantage of his natural satellite to 
evolve from a nomadic hunter to a settled farmer. Predictable 
changes in the moon 's shape allowed him to invent time. Using the 
waxing and waning cycles of the moon, early man portioned the 
365-day solar year into twelve convenient periods ... the shape of the 
moon during each period revealed the time to within a day or so ... a 
degree of accuracy acceptable for primit ive farming. 

This rudimentary lunar calendar was a wonderful thing; it enabled 
man to record the past and to plan the fu ture. Planting by the moon 
provided a dependable food source that freed man from wild game's 
scarcity or abundance. Permanent homes became practical and with 
them small villages, and civilization , at last arrived. 

W ith civilization , ultimately came the sophistication that too 
often ruins a priceless quality - eyes that see without prejudice. 
Men today forget or fa il to realize that their lifestyles developed from 
agriculture's direct relationship with the moon . Suppose Earth had 
no moon ... or suppose it had more than one moon as some planets 
do. How long would it have taken for agriculture, and ultimately, 
c ivilization to develop? What would our lives be like? 

Planting by the moon survives. It roots are firmly planted in 
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Long ago, eclipses were terrifying, sudden events that panicked societies into irrational acts. Today, much is known about the moon and eclipses are 
predicted with precision. Though we live in a rational era of government, laws and order, an age-old question with a new twist is emerging: Exactly how 
and to what extent does the unknown influence of the moon control us? 

folklore, and so, many people still sow their crops according to the 
moon's phases. The Old Farmer's Almanac is as essential to some as 
are fertilizer and seeds. The phases are self-explanatory ... waxing 
symbolizes life and growth; waning, death and decay. 

Sophisticated people like to ridicule quaint practices such as 
planting by the moon, but science has vindicated this old wives' tale. 
Seeds and plants respond vigorously to botanical rhythms that 
coincide with the lunar cadence. Seeds, it seems, can control water 
uptake and germination by lunar cycles, and the growth of some 
plants occurs in spurts that peak at 14. 7 and 29. 5 days; spurts that 
appear to correlate with new and full moon phases. 

Other lunar "legends" remain with us. For centuries it was 
believed that the moon, especially the full moon, caused madness, 
and so words like "lunatic," "moonstruck" and" lunacy" (the 
intermittent insanity brought about by the changes of the moon) 
crept into our consciousness and then our language. 

The existence of werewolves is a bit too much to believe, but it 
does seem that the 
moon's position 
relative to the sun 
and Earth may have 
more than just a 
romantic effect on 
human nature. Some 
of the people who 
earn their living 
dealing with human 
behavior

psychiatrists, police, hospital attendants, psycho-ward personnel and 
others - have noticed the phases of the moon seem to have a 
dramatic impact on a great many people. Critics point to a host of 
coincidences and rationalizations to negate such claims, but the 
truth is an interesting parallel exists between the Earth and the 
human body, a parallel that lends credence to the professional 
people's observations. 

Both the Earth and the human body consist of about 20 percent 
solid matter and 80 percent water. In his book, Ufetides, British 
anthropologist Lyall Watson comments on this fascinating parallel. 
"Each of us is a mobile museum. The fluid in our bodies is a perfect 
replica of the ancient sea. The concentration of sodium, potassium 
and chloride in our blood, the cobalt, magnesium and zinc in our 
tissues are the same as those in the primordial ocean. 

"We still carry the ocean around inside us, trapped there like a 
living fossil. And in each miniature internal sea, the same old 
struggles go on much as they did three billion years ago." 

The moon controls the tides, and possibly influences the sap in 
trees ... could it not influence each of us, especially in view of the 
striking similarity our bodies have with the Earth? Does the 
gravitational tug of the moon exert a force on the water in the human 
body just as it does on the planet's oceans? Human gestation takes 
precisely nine lunar months, and a woman's menstrual cycle (from 
the Greek menes, moon) is 29.5 days, an exact lunar month. Do 
other connections exist? 
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Outdoorsmen will tell you other connections do, in fact, exist. 
Outdoorsmen, and hunters in particular, seem more aware oflife's 
rhythms. Deer hunters have long believed that deer respond to the 
moon, that they seem to increase their daylight activities with the 
new moon; on the other hand, daytime activity declines to its lowest 
level during the full moon. Biologists stress that the lunar cycle is one 
of many factors influencing mammalian behavior. Since human 
reproduction cycles correspond to lunar cycles, could not rut have a 
lunar connection? 

Hunters are keenly aware of the moon phases' changing light 
intensity and how it affects game, but they most likely overlook the 
gravitational effect completely. The moon's gravitational effect, it 
seems, is far stronger than previously thought; not only must hunters 
consider it, but so must the people who are trying to master the 
forecasting of earthquakes. 

The seas feel the effects of the moon's gravitational pull, and 
surprisingly, so does terra firma. It, too, is subject to the pull of the 
moon. Solid earth moves up and down as much as 6 inches a day in 
its own tidal rhythm. Firm scientific evidence indicates that certain 
areas with definite geological and geophysical traits can fall victim to 
lunar-caused earthquakes. Such an area is Southern California. 

The moon's orbit is not a perfect one. About every nineteen years, 
it reaches its most northern position - the maximum lunar 
declination. During the full moon, moonrise and sunset coincide 
roughly. Gravitational pull from each is in the same general 
direction. At other times during the lunar month, the sun and moon 
cancel out each other. The San Andreas fault runs northwest to 
southeast. When a full moon passing over the horizon is 
accompanied by a setting sun, the fault is pulled slightly apart 
making it easier for its two sides to slip past each other. Major quakes 
have occurred along the fault in 1933, 1953, and 1971. The next 
maximum lunar declination is due in 1990 .... 

From earthquakes to reproductive cycles, migrating fish and 
birds, and aberrant human behavior, the lunar influence affects us. 
We may not accept the ideas that planting crops and felling 
mahogany trees by the moon make sense, but the evidence is there. 
Perhaps the moon doesn't directly affect some of us at all. Perhaps 
some people share nothing more than coincidental relationships 
with Earth's satellite. Still, an indisputable fact remains, the moon 
does influence the earth we stand on and the seas that surround us. 

The next time you gaze at the moon, remember that it only takes 
sunlight about 1.3 seconds to bounce off that ancient, 4. 5 billion
year-old lunar surface and strike your eyes. As an Earthling, you 
count your age in a few handfuls of decades. We don't like to admit 
it, but we are painfully naive, still. Just what influence does the 
moon hold over you and your activities, especially your outdoor 
pursuits? 

We already know that the moon's influence extends beyond the 
tides and the geophysical environment. Our bodies, emotions and 
metabolism may be influenced by the moon much more than we 
realize. Until science unlocks other secrets of the lunar connection, 
we must examine myths, legends and old wives' tales with the fresh 
perspective that the truth, indeed may be stranger than fiction. ·• 
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For 188 years, a Frenchman's compassion for children and remarkable foresight for conservation 
has quietly blessed South Carolina with a peerless inheritance. 

The De La Howe Legacy 
by Bob Gale 
photography by Robert Oark 

L 
ooking skyward, trying to take 
in the actual size of the tree is not 
an easy task, but then this is 
not an average tree. It is, in fact, 

a giant towering above even the huge old 
hardwoods whose uppermost branches brush 
against the shortleaf pine's massive, limbless 
trunk. The tree's bark consists not of small 
ridges but of huge plates, sometimes 6 inches 
across and bordered by inch-wide expansion 
cracks running up the trunk. 

This is not just any pine, but a king 
among other shortleafkings in South 
Carolina; a king whose reign recently ended 
when a shattering bolt of lightning struck it. 
With a crown spread of 48 feet, a height of 
129 feet and a circumference measuring 9 
feet, 9 inches at breast height, this had been 
the state champion shortleaf pine. It had 
sprouted more than 175 years ago and 
endured perhaps thousands of storms in its 
lifetime. Now its smaller limbs lie in an 
undignified pile near its base, their nutrients 
already being consumed by a host of insects 
and fungi. The tree itself is still standing; 
a close inspection of its base, however, 
will reveal tiny amounts of sawdust 
from borer insects, a sure sign of a pine tree's 
doom. For the forest, though, this is actually 
good news. It is the great pine's legacy that 
its slowly decaying trunk will have a 
significant impact on the forest for years to 
come. There is another legacy here, however, 
and it explains why this tree was able to 
live here unmolested by man for so long. 

Once in a rare while, a person possessing 
keen awareness and foresight comes along 
and leaves an important gift to future 
generations. Such people have left 
contributions which have benefited whole 
nations and even the world. Others have left 
their mark on much smaller communities, 
and though their contributions may be no 
less valuable, those who gave them are 
hardly remembered at all. 

John De La Howe was such a man; a man 
hardly remembered at all. If one were to ask 
the average South Carolinian who this man 
was, a blank stare would be the most likely 
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reaction, and yet, De La Howe was one of 
our state's prominent pioneers, and he left a 
two-fold legacy. Because of him, 
McCormick County can boast of the last 
tract of virgin shortleaf pine trees in the state 
and one of the few remaining undisturbed 
forests throughout the Piedmont province of 
the United States. But perhaps more 
importantly, De La Howe also left a unique 
institution which has provided care and 
education for countless underprivileged 
children over the years. Along the upper 
reaches of Clarks Hill Reservoir, eight miles 
from the town of McCormick, the John De 
La Howe School has quietly gone about the 
business of carrying out the unusual 
provisions of its founder's will ever since his 
death in 1797. Two centuries later, the 
school is very highly regarded by state and 
private institutions and the young people 
who attend De La Howe. The fact that the 
school is still in operation today reflects on 
De La Howe's foresight. 

John De La Howe must have been a 
remarkable man. A French emigrant, he 
was obviously well educated and probably at 
home in the upper leve.ls of French society. 
Very little is known about his life in the old 
world, though, except that he had been a 
successful physician. De La Howe was 50 
when he arrived in what was then called 
Charles Towne where he set up a medical 
practice and made his company among the 
French Huguenots. The Protestant 
Huguenots had fled their native country 

after years of persecution from Roman 
Catholic zealots. They settled not only in 
Charles Towne, but along the Savannah 
River as well, about forty-five miles above 
Augusta. They named their community 
New Bordeaux. Though De La Howe 
himself was not a Huguenot, he arrived in 
South Carolina some twenty-one years after 
their flight and kept close ties with this 
group. 

In 1767, De La Howe married a woman 
named Anne Walker Boyd, widow of a 
Captain Boyd of Charles Towne. Though 
the couple resided in the coastal city, De La 
Howe apparently never intended to remain 
there since he spent the next eighteen years 
buying up land between Lone Cane Creek 
and Little River in the western part of the 
state. By 1785, having acquired well over 
2,000 acres, he moved to this area settling 
near the New Bordeaux community. For 
reasons unknown, his wife did not 
accompany him there. Perhaps the upstate 

"It is my will that...one thousand 
acres shall forever remain in 
wood ... Lessee shall not cut or 
wilfully suffer to be cut any timber or 
wood from the said thousand acres .... " 

John De La Howe, January 2, 1797 

wilderness was too much of a change from 
Charles Towne society. Perhaps the 
marriage had problems which could not be 
resolved. Even so, no court records of a 
divorce exist. De La Howe, however, did not 
leave the coast alone for he was 
accompanied by another Charles Towne 
woman, a Miss Rebecca Woodin who lived 
with him until her death in 1788. 

Even less is known of her than De La 
Howe, and as might be expected, many 
romantic and speculative stories have arisen 
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Overleaf, a farm detail heads out to drop bales of hay in the pastures. Superintendent John Shiflet, 
above, intercepts the detail for some good-natured kidding. No longer must the children be orphans 
or poor: Regardless of their background, they find farm life provides enjoyable times outdoors. 

about the two. It is known that she was a 
native of England who moved with her 
family to Charles Towne in 1765. She was 
better educated than most women of her 
time, apparently well-versed in English and 
French, and she became a socially 
prominent Charlestonian. 

Rebecca Woodin's devotion to John De 
La Howe can be seen in her will which left 
virtually all of her estate to him: " ... my 
most worthy Friend and best 
advisor. .. knowing no one so justly entitled 
to my Friendship and Gratitude as the 
Above mentioned Gentleman." These 
words were written in 1784, three years 
before she joined him in his move upstate, so 
their affection apparently grew stronger with 
time. That they lived together indicates 
their bond was strong enough to withstand 
moral pressures from eighteenth-century 
society. 

De La Howe himself has been described 
as an enigma, slightly eccentric, yet well 
ahead of his time. His professional and social 
position in both upstate and coastal areas, 
along with his appointment by the state 
legislature to a judgeship, indicate his 
respect within the two communities. He 
also served on the committee established to 
locate and name a town for the county seat 
of the area known as the Ninety-Six District 
( which included New Bordeaux), and it was 
up to him to name the new town. De La 
Howe named it Abbeville after the town in 
France where he is believed to have been 
born. Many years later, Abbeville County 
was subdivided to form McCormick County, 
in which the De La Howe estate and the 
area that was New Bordeaux now lie. 

De La Howe built his upcountry farm 
home - "Lethe Plantation" - on a hill 
overlooking Little River. He is alleged to 
have surrounded it with fancy gardens, stone 
walls and orchards befitting the life of a 
gentleman farmer. The residence 
itself is said to have had seven or eight rooms 
but only one entrance. The rooms were 
curiously arranged so that one had to pass 
first through his chamber in order to reach 
another part of the house. 

The most intriguing and enlightening 
document concerning John De La Howe is 
the will he left a few months before his death 
on January 21, 1 797. In it, De La Howe 
spells out his burial arrangements indicating 
he is to be placed beside Rebekah Woodin 
and that both graves be left unmarked but 
surrounded by a wall 10 feet square, 8 feet 
high and two bricks thick. A steel door and 
lock were to be built into the wall and the 
site kept in good order, being cleared of 
weeds and bushes periodically. A Latin 
inscription hammered from steel bearing 
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both of their names in capital letters was to 
appear on the door. These exacting 
instructions were carried out to the letter, 
and after 188 years, the tomb still stands. 
Apparently, De La Howe wanted the same 
respect shown to his mistress' grave as might 
be paid to his own. Even with his reputation 
as a man of good character and wealth , he 
may have feared that his beloved Rebecca 
would be deliberately forgotten in so 
conservative a community as New Bordeaux. 

De La Howe's concern for the welfare of 
others is further exemplified in the rest of his 
will. In what must be one of the greatest if 
not first examples of philanthropy in South 
Carolina, he left the bulk of his estate to the 
Charles Towne "Agriculture Society of 
South Carolina" on the condition that this 
organization establish and operate an 
agricultural school for underprivileged 
children. He had in mind a school based on 
a 1787 article in the English publication 
Columbia Magazine, which discussed the 
problems of- and offered possible solutions 
for - educating widely-scattered children in 
colonial farm communities. De La Howe 
directed his school's focus toward care for 
"twelve poor girls and twelve poor boys" 
who had resided, or whose parents had 
resided in Abbeville County for at least six 
years. His emphasis was on orphan children 
and those whose parents could not afford to 
give them proper care. 

De La Howe spelled out the school's 
general curriculum including reading, 
writing, arithmetic, geography and 
geometry. He also directed that the school 
be self-sufficient, with the children 
providing their own clothing and food from 
the livestock and produce of the fa rm itself. 
They would learn not only animal 
husbandry, but also " ... such chymical 
principles, as the success of their different 
operations depend upon as matting, 
brewing, distilling, baking, fixing different 
colors, making vinegar, soap, cheese, 
butter, etc. , etc. " 

De La Howe's most unusual provision , 
and one that undoubtedly helped to earn 
him the brand "eccentric" reads as follows: 
" . . . and I do wish and recommend the use of 
beech leaves, gathered before the frost and 
dried in the shade for bedding, as the leaves 
of the beech tree, cured as mentioned make 
as comfortable and by far more healthy 
bedding than feathers, as they will remain 
good for four or five years and may be easily 
renewed and as being introduced amongst 
the poorer class of citizens ( whose bedding is 
now a blanket) they may thereby enjoy one 
that is comfortable and healthy." 

Comfort and health for the children, 
along with education , were uppermost in the 
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mind of De La Howe, and it was his wish 
that the school be operated by the South 

· Carolina state legislature in the event the 
Agricultural Society could not do so. This 
event did , in fac t, occur in 19 15 when , after 
some controversial proposals were made by a 
few trustees to dissolve the school, it was 
instead turned over to the legislature. De La 
Howe has been administered by the state 
ever since. 

Within the doctor's will was yet another 
stipulation .. . one which showed remarkable 
foresight. In an age when forests everywhere 
east of the Mississippi were being rapidly 
cleared for growing crops, John De La Howe 
insisted that 1,000 acres forever remain in 
forest to be used only when the school 
required wood for fuel or timber. He was, 
perhaps, among the first to recognize trees 
as a renewable resource. It is also likely that 
De La Howe had developed a deep 
appreciation for the wooded ridges and river 
bottoms to which he had retired . 
Ultimately, the estate contained more than 
enough land, both wooded and cleared, to 
meet the school's needs, and there are today 
1,476 acres in forest. 

Although the location of the De La Howe 
home, briefly mentioned in his will , has 
probably been correctly determined, the 
building and foundation have long since 
vanished. John De La Howe in a sense lives 
on today on that very spot for his homesite 
and tomb both lie within a 100-acre tract of 
the school's forest which has never been cut 
- not even for firewood. This virgin forest 
is a living memorial to a man who put his 
heart and soul into the land which had 
become a refuge for his Protestant 
countrymen. It is also a reminder of the vast 
acres of Piedmont forests that greeted the 
European settlers so long ago. The 

In 1976 the tract was included in the 
National Register of Natural Landmarks and 
praised by a bronze plaque that stands next 
to the De La Howe tomb: 

"John De La Howe Forest has been 
designated a Registered Natural Landmark. 
This site possesses exceptional value as an 
illustration of the nation 's natural heritage 
and contributes to a better understanding of 
man 's environment. - 1976, National Park 
Service, the United States Department of 
Interior." 

In 1972 the massive pine tree was 
recognized as "King of Shortleaf Pines" by 
the South Carolina Big Trees Program. 
More recently, the pine attracted the 
attention of New York's Columbia 
University during a study of eastern trees 
believed to be 200 years old or more. :rhe 
rings within a core sample revealed this 
short leaf was closer to 175 years of age. In 
1981, the De La Howe Museum Tract was 
registered as a Heritage Site by the South 
Carolina Wildlife and Marine Resources 
Department under the Heritage Trust 
Program. This registration provides future 
protection for the forest through a voluntary 
agreement between the school and the state 
wildlife agency. 

The fores t itself is as diverse as it is 
ancient. While shortleaf and loblolly pines 
comprise the "super canopy" or tallest trees 
of the tract , these will ultimately die out 
since the hardwood canopy below shades out 
the sunlight necessary to grow young pine 
seedlings. Unless the hardwoods succumb to 
fire or chainsaw, no more pines will grow in 
the tract once the present giants are gone. 
Some of the hardwoods in the forest include 
white, red and post oaks, mockernut and 
pignut hickories, blackgums, beeches and 
tulip trees. While not of champion size, the 

"The Jann school is principally by me intended ... for ever both educating ... 
lodging, feeding and unifonnly clothing twelve poor boys and twelve poor 
girls ... orphan children shall have preference." 

uniqueness of this l 00-acre tract has not 
gone unnoticed, either, for it has received 
several awards of distinction. Known as the 
"Museum Tract ," the De La Howe forest has 
been certified by the Society of American 
Foresters' Natural Areas Program, which 
stresses the value of the tract as a living 
laboratory for scientific and educational 
research. The forest serves as a 300-year-old 
control experiment with which younger 
forests can be compared and their future 
health predicted. 

John De La Howe, January 2, 1797 

hardwoods are substantially older and larger 
than those found in most Piedmont forests 
today. 

Of the many vines found within the tract, 
scuppernongs, muscadines and poison ivy 
abound. The brilliant red fruits of "Hearts
Bursting-With-Love" pop open when ripe, 
and a close inspection of the forest floor 
reveals such herbal delights as wild ginger, 
partridgeberry and several species of violets. 
The leaves of pipsissewa and the tiny orchid , 
rattlesnake plantain, provide a striking 
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Though times have changed, cultural and vocational training are still vital parts of a child's 
education. Music and art are balanced by shop skills to create a curriculum that prepares children for 
society, just as De La Howe envisioned. 

contrast to the rich brown leaf litter from 
which these plants sprout. 

Through the gifts of this forest and the 
school he left behind, De La Howe's heart 
and soul remain, and his tomb serves as a 
reminder of his concern for this land and its 
people. Within a minute's walk down the 
gentle slope next to the tomb stands that 
once-champion shortleaf pine. Now it, too, 
rests in peace, along with Rebecca Woodin 
and John De La Howe. In the warm 
afternoon sun, slight breezes stir, shaking 
loose a number of leaves from limbs far 
overhead. They fall from mighty hickories, 
oaks and maples, filling the air with their 
rustling and whisperings. Their lives now 
over, they too make their graves at last in the 
rich soil of this ancient forest floor, joining 
kindred spirits of De La Howe from centuries 
long past. 

I fJohn De La Howe were alive today, he 
would no doubt be pleased, and perhaps 
surprised, at how his estate is being 
handled. While the school no longer uses 

beech leaves to fill bed mattresses, it still 
provides the care and education he intended. 

The school is funded by the South 
Carolina state legislature, and the man in 
charge is Superintendent John C. Shiflet Jr. 
Shiflet is nothing like the stuffy stereotype 
the word "superintendent" often brings to 
mind. He is, instead, a congenial man very 
much at ease within the school's campus 
environment. Shiflet lives with his wife and 
two children in a white house located on the 
main campus. The school grounds include a 
large administration building, twelve brick 
cabins (six for boys and six for girls), a 
gymnasium, an infirmary, a laundry facility 
and a nondenominational chapel. Outside 
the central campus stand a rustic stone barn 
and outbuildings for horses and beef cattle. 

The children of De La Howe are 
constantly involved in work and play. Some 
mow the school's spacious lawns ... others cut 
weeds along fences and roadsides or sweep 
walkways. All work industriously. 

Often, groups of girls or boys would stop 
and wave when they spotted Shiflet's car. 
John stopped the car each time to chat with 
them before moving on. Later, as I joined 
the Shiflets for lunch in the school's 
cafeteria, this casual relationship between 
the superintendent and the children was 
evident once again. Shiflet was continually 
surrounded by three or four children 
bombarding him with questions ... news of 
recent goings-on and good-natured 
wisecracks. One threatened to "wop him up 
side the head," but Shiflet retorted, "Oh no 
you won't!," and mimicking the boy's 
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boxing stance, pretended to return his 
punches. 

Shiflet spoke of the changes that had 
taken place within the school. During De La 
Howe's time, life was much simpler for 
children. Good health and adequate 
education were the major problems then, so 
De La Howe addressed these needs by 
establishing a healthful facility which also 
became the first manual labor school in the 
nation. It was, in fact, a vocational school 
geared toward agriculture strictly for 
orphaned children or those whose parents 
could not properly care for them. Most 
children remained at the school throughout 
adolescence. 

Following World War II, the increasing 
pace and complexity of life changed the 
needs of children in many ways. According 
to Shiflet, gains in health care meant fewer 
parental deaths, and thus, fewer orphans. 
"Orphanages in the traditional sense no 
longer exist," says Shiflet. "Thornwell 
College in Clinton was the first to move kids 
out of one large building and into separate 
cottages. The De La Howe School followed 
this example, and it provides a much better 
atmosphere for children." 

Currently, the school does care for some 
orphaned children, but they do not make up 
a large percentage. And while some kids are 
brought to De La Howe by their parents, 
most are referrals from the Department of 
Social Services, Department of Youth 
Services and Department of Mental Health. 

Shiflet quickly points out the purpose of 
the school today. "There is a lot of confusion 
over what De La Howe is, " he says. "We are 
not a correctional facility at all. When a 
family becomes dysfunctional, intervention 
for the child's sake becomes a must. Our 
service is then a very viable situation, 
providing a structured environment with 
caring people to guide the children." 

In recent years, the number of children 
with psychological problems has increased. 
The De La Howe School has responded to 
this need and to federal legislation assuring 
equal learning opportunities for 
handicapped children. By remodeling one of 
its cabins and adding qualified staff, the 
school now cares for a number of adolescent 
males with moderate to severe emotional 
handicaps. 

Shiflet feels the program has been very 
successful, but he has set other goals. In the 
past, many children spent most of their early 
lives at the school. Now a major effort is 
made to get them back into the family as 
soon as possible. "Some choose to remain 
until graduation, though , because the home 
situation isn't likely to improve," notes the 
superintendent. "For this reason, we want to 
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start involving the whole family by having 
them in for weekend counseling." Another 
project on Shiflet's mind involves wilderness 
survival training, an approach which 
teaches youth self-sufficiency and helps 
bring out their full potential. Shiflet notes 
that during the 1960s, many youth 
counselors thought the "away-from-it-all" 
setting was counterproductive. "They felt 
that kids so far removed would not be able to 
fit back into a community. But as the 
problems changed, the same critics realized 
the need to provide a neutral environment 
away from the distractions and peer 
pressures of densely populated communities. 
De La Howe is a 'time out' for the kids. Many 
agencies now tell us how lucky we are to 
have this location." 

While De La Howe has gone through 
many changes, some things remain the 

walking round and round. During the 
skimming process, the children used to love 
to gather the sweet foam off the top." 

The school had only one car at the time , 
and the kids were driven once a week into 
McCormick on various errands. At other 
times, however, the favored means of 
transportation was a horse named Jolly. 
"Teachers would ride Jolly over to nearby 
Willington and bring back as many Cokes as 
they could carry," remembers Mrs. Mace. 

Mrs. Mace remarked that even in the 
1930s they were aware of the uniqueness of 
De La Howe's virgin forest. She also was 
well acquainted with the tomb of John De 
La Howe and Rebecca Woodin. "Because 
the tomb has no roof, we had to clean out 
the leaves and weeds from inside the walls. 
We used a ladder to get over the wall because 
the key to the tomb's door was supposedly 
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De La Howe's tomb; detail, its epitaph. 

same. I talked with Mrs. A.P. Mace who 
taught there in the 1930s and who now lives 
in Columbia. When I mentioned the happy 
atmosphere I encountered at the campus, 
Mrs. Mace did not seem surprised. "It always 
was a happy place," she said. "The children 
seemed to enjoy life there for the most part." 

Mrs. Mace provided some colorful details 
as well. She told of such fun rituals as the 
syrup-making process. "We grew sugarcane 
back then and used a cane-pressing 
mechanism which was turned by a mule 

"It is my will and desire that my 
. remains shall be buried as near as can 

be to the spot where those of the late 
Miss Rebecca Woodin are deposited 
on the hill opposite to the dwelling 
house wherein we both resided 
together .... " 

John De La Howe, January 2, 1797 

thrown into Little River sometime after De 
La Howe's death. 

Key or no key, the leaves are still cleaned 
from De La Howe's tomb. The walls have 
been recently cleaned and the door freshly 
painted. And life at the John De La Howe 
School goes on just as the good doctor 
requested. Except for the beech leaves . . -. 

Bob Gale is a naturalist and freelance 
phowjoumalist. Founder of the Sierra Club's Hilton 
Head chapter, he has actively worked to protect 
natural areas around the state. 
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Year-Round Largemouth 

Having perfected his techniques on lakes Wylie, Fishing Creek, Wateree , Murray, Marion, Moultrie and North Carolina's Nannan, bass pro Hank 
Parker knows the secrets for taking Carolina bass. 
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An angling workshop with bass pro Hank Parker is guaranteed to provide techniques 
and fishing action that will fill Palmetto state stringers. 

It's been nine years since the big, blond
haired fisherman who lived in 
Lexington - the one folks once called 
the "Fishing Hippie" because those 

straw-hued locks then hung all the way to his 
shoulders - scraped up enough money to pay 
his entry fee to a fishing tournament at Santee 
Cooper. It was something he had dreamed of 
for a long time. But those hopes suffered a big 
setback at Santee Cooper. 

"I realized beyond a shadow of a doubt 
that I was outclassed," Hank Parker said. "I 
was out of my league." 

For the next year Parker spent every 
available hour fishing for bass in the lakes he 
was most familiar with- Wylie, Wateree 
and Fishing Creek in South Carolina and 
Lake Norman in North Carolina -
mastering skills he'd only had a passing 
knowledge of up to that point. 

In 1977, he borrowed enough money to 
hit the tournament trail. "I asked my wife 
just to let me try it and see ifl could make a 
go of it," he recalled. 

The first year was tough. He fished in 
twenty-four tournaments, led eight of them 
at some point, but couldn't seem to win. He 
finished second five times and was being 
called a bridesmaid by the outdoor press. 
Fittingly, he shed that role in South Carolina. 

The week of July 4 on Clarks Hill was 
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by Pat Robertson 

typically hot. Parker managed a limit of 
bass the first day of the National Bass 
Association South Carolina National, but 
the second day he only caught one fish. 

That night he lay awake and devised a 
plan. The strategy worked. By early 
afternoon he nearly had a limit of fish, but 
he sti ll needed a big bass to give him his 
first tournament win. 

He eased the boat near a very shallow 
shelf and flipped a plastic worm under the 
hanging limbs of a green willow. A fish 
picked up, but when Parker tried to set the 
hook it slipped free. He switched to a 
Stone's Mister Diamond Head Spinner and 
cast it into less than 2 feet of water under the 
willow. Water erupted into the willow limbs 
and Parker wrestled an 8-pound, 1-ounce 
bass into the boat. 

That lunker took big fish honors. Nobody 
could again call Hank Parker a bridesmaid. 
After the Clarks Hill tournament, he went 
to Lake Norman and won an American Bass 
Federation Tournament, then on to a win at 
Kentucky Lake. 

That same year Parker finished ninth in 
the B.A.S.S. Classic on Ross Barnett Lake 
in Mississippi. Next year he won the Lake 
Texoma Classic and has since qualified for 
the Classic every year. In 1983 he was the 
B.A.S.S. Angler of the Year and in the 

1984 Arkansas River championship he 
finished third. 

When Parker won the 1979 Texoma 
Classic, he lived near Clover, South 
Carolina, but he has since moved to Denver, 
North Carolina, near the area of his youth 
and a beautiful home on the banks of Lake 
Norman just west of Charlotte. He has 
promotional and research and development 
contracts with a number of fishing tackle 
manufacturers, and today is considered one 
of the top four or five consistent contenders 
on the B.A.S.S. circuit. 

Last year he formed a production 
company and developed his own syndicated 
television series - "Hank Parker's Outdoor 
Magazine." The show will deal primarily 
with fishing, but also will include segments 
on hunting and other outdoor activities. The 
very first show, filmed last August, featured a 
somewhat technical segment on proper lure 
presentation. It was filmed on Lake Wylie. 
The second segment of the show 
concentrated on fishing fun as Parker took 
his three oldest boys on a bream fishing 
expedition to Santee Cooper. 

Hank Parker has won major tournaments 
on waters throughout the United States, but 
he still does his practice fishing in South 
Carolina. He has developed a keen sense for 
what works here. 
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Spinnerbaits head Parker's personal 
preference of lures, followed by jigs, 
buzzbaits, plastic worms and crankbaits. "If 
the water is muddy I'll probably fish a 
spinnerbait more than a jig, and I'll fish a 
brightly-colored spinnerbait in that 
situation. If the water is clear, I'll probably 
fish a jig more than a spinnerbait. And, if 
the water is just murky, I'll fish a jig and a 
white and chartreuse spinnerbait about 
even." 

When the sun is bright Parker will use a 
brown jig. But, he sticks with black under all 
other conditions. He sometimes uses a brown 
and orange skirt on a brown jig to give it a 
crawdad effect. 

The retrieve has a lot to do with the 
success of a jig or a spinnerbait, too. "I fish a 
jig a lot like a plastic worm, but I hop it 
more. I use a slow retrieve and work it along 
the bottom, making contact with the 
structure , whether it's rocks or trees or pier 
pilings. I try to pick the jig up, swim it up off 
the bottom, and let it fall back. The mistake 
most people make with a jig is that they drag 
it too much, like a worm." 

Parker's favorite spinnerbait has a 
Number 3 spinner blade on the front and a 
Number 5 on the rear. "I like to do what we 
call 'chiming' the blades. When you get 
them off-balanced and out of beat with each 
other, that gives maximum vibration. You 
can feel it if it's not chiming. There'll be no 
vibration. When that happens I slow my 
retrieve down or speed it up until I feel the 
vibration again." 
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If he's casting a spinnerbait into 2 or 3 feet 
of water and his boat is sitting in 20 feet, he 
uses a retrieve that's contoured with the 
bottom. "I try to keep it a foot or two off the 
bottom and run it parallel to a log or by a 
stump. Kill it and let it fall down, depending 
on how the fish like it. That's something 
that varies from day to day. You may go on 
an overcast day and the fish want it rippling 
the surface. The next day may be bright and 
sunny and they will want it down and low. 
You might have a front come in and they'll 
only hit a slow retrieve. The next day may be 
an Indian summer day and really peaked up, 
and the fish will be doing really well right 
under the surface." 

Parker believes that bass go through about 
five basic phases throughout the year. 
Knowing what those phases are and how to 
approach the fish during these times can 
mean the difference between an empty 
stringer and catching fish. 
PRE-SPAWN PHASE 

"Cold weather fishing is really good 
fishing. You don 't catch as many fish, but 
usually you catch some really big fish . These 
pre-spawners haven't laid out yet and they 
are roaming this time of year." 

In February Parker begins his quest for 
pre-spawn bass in the Cooper River, just 
west of Charleston. Then he moves on to 
Santee Cooper and eventually into Lake 
Murray near the South Carolina Capitol. 
"Lakes W ylie and Norman in the Piedmont 
don't usually get to be very much for 
largemouths until late February or early 

March," he said. 
He starts those early cold fishing days 

with a Jig 'n Eel or Pig, a lure he says many 
Carolina anglers have too long ignored. 
The lure basically is a lead jig with a rubber 
skirt and a piece of pork or plastic for a tail. 
"I catch a lot of fish on the jig in water of less 
than 70 degrees Fahrenheit. It's the best bait 
you can use this time of year. You can cast it 
or you can flip it like I did in the '79 C lassic. 
The fish are not as aggressive this time of 
year, so you have to put the bait right in 
front of their noses. They just won't go very 
far for it. And, flipping is the best way of 
getting the jig in there." 

If Parker ever had any doubts about how 
effective flipping could be, he shed them 
after flipping back on the largemouths in 
Lake Texoma's C lassic IX. "Flipping 
originated out on the West Coast and 
worked its way eastward, " said Parker. "Pro 
fisherman David G liebe brought it to 
tournament fishing. He was using it in a 
tournament down on Lake Okeechobee, 
Florida, and that's what got me started." 

The second most dominant lure for Parker 
from February to May is a spinnerbait. "I like 
to use a buzzbait, too, about the middle of 
April to mid-May down on Lake Murray. 

"I start out in the early spring and 
concentrate pretty much on the main 
channels. I'll fish tree fa lls, rock points and 
stump points. Along the main channels I'll 
fish depths starting at 2 feet that may go 
down to 25 feet, places that really have an 
incline. Then, in the late spring, when it 
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begins to warm up and the coves get 
warmer, the fish will start to travel in the 
coves and creeks. I'll fish shelf banks from 
zero depth to 6 to 7 feet of water." 
SPAWNING PHASE 

"There are primary spawning coves in a 
lake and primary spawning areas in a cove or 
in a creek. You can select those areas, 
concentrate there and see the fish. They'll 
be right on the bed, and there are several 
different techniques that work on spawning 
fish. An excellent lure here is a twitching 
minnow, like an AC Shiner or a Rapala. 
A lso effective on spawning fish are jigs and 
plastic worms. The fish usually do the 
majority of spawning from the first through 
the third week of April." 
POST-SPAWN PHASE 

"When the bass move off the beds they'll 
usually move to the points, from the backs of 
the coves up to the first point in the cove. 
C rankbaits are deadly this time of year. 
Buzzbaits are good, too. The big females are 
very aggressive. They've just come off the 
bed and they haven 't fed for awhile. 

"By the first week of May the fish will 
stack up on the buck-brush points. On Lake 
Wylie, they move out to a stump row on the 
first point of a cove and in Lake Murray they 
move to the point of the bushes. 

"Plastic worms work very well at this 
time, as do crankbaits and buzzbaits. This is 
the time I enjoy fishing a surface lure." 
DEEPWATER PHASE 

"As summer comes around, the fish go to 
the deeper water. The name of the game 
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here for me is deep diving crankbaits, 15- to 
18-foot running crankbaits. I use a 7 ½
foot rod with IO-pound-test line and throw 
the lure as far as I can. Then I get down on 
my knees, stick the rod down in the water 
and crank. I've won tournaments doing 
that. The fish get on those creek channels 
and the ledges wi II be 18 and 19 feet deep. 
You can take a big crankbait like a Maxi-R 
or a DB-3 and really cover the water." 

Plastic worms also work well in deep water 
as do Little Georges, said Parker. And, he 
reminds, don't forget the trusty Jig 'n Eel or 
Pig. "I also like to fish a plastic worm deep 
with a Carolina rig- where you put the 
lead 18 inches to 3 feet above the worm and 
float the worm up above the lead off the 
bottom, which is often grass covered." 
TRANSITION PHASE 

"This is the most difficult time of year to 
catch a bass. They start their transition from 
deep water back to shallow and they really 
don't follow their migration routes as well as 
they do in the spring. In the fa ll they 
disperse and go everywhere. You may 
find fish in one place today and never find 
them there again . They do seem to go to the 
backs of the creeks, but the way they get 
there is strange to me." 

Parker's best advice for this time of year is 
to find the bait fish. "Sooner or later the bass 
will show up if you stay over the bait. They 
might not be there when you get there, but 
they'll get to you sooner or later. 

"This is the time of year you use 
everything in your tackle box. I couldn't 

Parker's favorite lures, counter clockwise fram 
far left below the flipping stick and reel, include 
spinnerbaits, jigs, topwaters like the Bang-0-
Lure, jelly worms, buzzbaits and deep running 
crankbaits like the DB-3. 

Spinnerbaits and the flipping jigs are hot for 
February-April pre-spawn fishing; topwaters, 
jigs and worms for April spawning; crankbaits , 
buzzbaits and worms for May 's post-spawn; 
deep running crankbaits, worms and jigs for 
summer's deep water. He'll throw "anything in 
the box'' for the fall to deep winter transition 
phase. 

name my favorite lure for the fa ll ," he said. 
There is another fa ll variable that offers 

special opportunity for bass fishermen -
schooling fish. "There is no set pattern on 
the schools. They may school on a flat today 
and never school there again. They might be 
two miles from there the next day, or they 
might be right back there every day. At Lake 
W ylie bass school in the backs of the coves 
and you use a crankbait to catch them. 

" Another excellent lure combination for 
schooling fish is a topwater plug with an ice 
fly trailer. That rig can be a killer for 
schooling fish ," Parker said. 

"By Thanksgiving and C hristmas, duck 
season is in and the deer are in full rut. It 
makes it tough to get to the water," Parker 
said, then smiled. "But, I still fish one or two 
days a week. " 

Parker believes there's only one time of 
year in the Carolinas when there's no use 
going fish ing - and that's when the water 
temperature drops below 39 degrees 
Fahrenheit. "I've never caught a largemouth 
when the water temperature got below that , 
never had a strike. When it gets that cold I 
don't go fishing - except for the stripers 
schooling right off the end of my dock." His 
broad grin was that of a man who'd hung in 
there when the years were lean until the 
dream finally became reality. ·• 

Pat Robertson is a regular contributor to South 
Carolina Wildlife. He is outdoor editor for The 
State newspaper and has had numerous articles 
published in both regional and national magazines. 
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A Bill For All Reasons 
Birds are found almost 

everywhere. Every environment 
including the forests, mountains, 
grasslands, marshes, deserts, 
rivers, lakes, oceans, cities and 
farms contain birds that are able 
to carve out a special place to live. 
More than 690 different kinds of 
birds either live in or migrate 
through North America. 

Some of these birds eat a variety 
of foods including plants, insects 
and larger animals and some food 
items that may not be available to 
other animals. Other birds may 
specialize on one particular food 
source and have unique ways of 
obtaining and storing this food. 

Birds have specialized bills or 
beaks adapted to the kind of foods 
they eat and how they live. Since 
their wings are adapted for use in 
flight, birds use their bills as both 
a hand and mouth. Their beaks 
may also act as tools - hammers 
or chisels, pincers, tweezers, 
hooks, spears, strainers or even 
(like pelicans) food baskets. Their 
bills also serve to communicate, to 
weave their nests, to take care of 
their young, to kill their prey and 
to defend themselves. 

Some examples of the different 
kinds of foods used by birds and 
their adaptations for obtaining 
these foods are our subject in this 
"Field Trip." 

Seeds For Vegetarians 
Of all the parts of a plant -

roots, bulbs, stems, leaves, 
flowers, nectar, fruits and seeds
seeds are most often eaten by 

vegetarian (plant-eating) birds. In 
addition to being available when 
other food sources may be scarce, 
plant seeds contain most nutrients 
needed for survival by birds and 
other animals. 

Most seed-eaters have short, 
heavy beaks with sharp edges 
against which seed hulls may be 
cracked or cut. In addition, strong 
jaw muscles enable the bill to 
crack open the hard seed and 
allow the scoop-shaped tongue to 
reach the tender kernel inside. 
Some birds, including finches and 
grosbeaks, have ridges inside the 
mouth against which they hold 
the nut or seed while rotating it 
against the sharp edge of the lower 
bill. Other birds like the titmice, 
bluejays and ravens hold the seed 
with their feet and split it open 
with sharp blows from the bill. 
Still others, including nuthatches 
and woodpeckers, place hard seeds 
in rocks or bark crevices and 
attack them with their beaks. 

Many birds like the mourning 
dove or wild turkey swallow seeds 
whole and must also swallow sand 
and grit to grind the seeds in their 
gizzards. Seeds as hard as a hickory 
nut can be easily ground into bits 
within a turkey's gizzard which 
may also contain several ounces of 
tiny rocks and other grit. 

Unlike most birds, members of 
the parrot family, including 
parakeets, hold their food in one 
foot and lift it to their beaks. The 
powerful bill cracks open the seed 
while the tender kernel is picked 
out by a horny nail at the tip of the 
bird's tongue. 

Seed-eaters feed in flocks. Birds 
like juncos often feed in flocks on 
the ground and are soon joined by 
other flocks of juncos flying in 
from different directions. This 
method of feeding insures the 
chances of individual juncos 
finding a good feeding site 
especially during cold, winter 
months when seeds are hard to 
find. Usually the flocks feed and 
move in one direction. Birds at 
the rear of the flock must cover 
ground that has already been 
picked clean and they make a 
short flight to the front of the 
flock. Soon other birds at the rear 
fly to the front giving the effect of 
a giant roller vacuum cleaner 
moving across the ground. This 
method of flock feeding not only 
insures individual birds will find 
food, but insures that all available 
seeds will be found with a 
minimum of effort spent in 
searching for the food. 

Fruits And Berries,.. 
Food On The Fly 

Many birds that eat seeds also 
eat fruits and berries when 
available. The importance of birds 
in the distribution of plant seeds 
can be easily understood in the 
ability of fruit-bearing plants to 
produce fruit that is sweet, juicy 
and brightly-colored so that the 
fruit is attractive to birds. When 
fruit is eaten, only the pulp or 
flesh is digested by the bird. The 
seeds are passed on through the 
bird's digestive system. By the 
time the seed is excreted, the bird 
usually has traveled some distance 
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from the parent plant. Thus the 
seed will germinate with a 
minimum of competition for light, 
space, water and nutrients. 

Most birds that eat plant fruits 
and berries require no special 
adaptation for this kind of food. 
Birds including orioles, thrushes, 
waxwings and starlings feed on 
fruits by stabbing the skin and 
prying the beak into the fruit so 
that the juice and pulp flow inside 
the mouth and can be licked with 
the tongue. Many berries like the 
cedar, pyracantha and mulberry 
are swallowed whole and digested 
while the seeds are passed 
through. 

Although fruits and berries are 
easily eaten by many birds, they 
contain few nutrients to meet the 
bird's nutritional needs. 

Flowers,, 
Nature's Fast Food Stops 

Although we may think of 
flowers as something pleasant to 
see and smell, flowers mean food 
to many birds and insects. The 
petals form the most noticeable 
part of a flower that, like the 
flower's scent, attracts birds and 
insects which assist the flower in 
the pollination necessary for the 
production of seeds. Flowers 
provide nectar, a concentrated 
form of plant sugar and water and 
a rich source of energy to nectar
feeding birds, like hummingbirds. 

Red flowers are particularly 
attractive to hummingbirds and 
are ignored by insects, especially 
honeybees. In addition, red 
flowers have little or no fragrance, 
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Many caterpillars and other insect larvae never get the chance to develop 
into adults thanks to the appetite of this catbird and other bird species. 

a fact that means little to 
hummingbirds which have a poor 
sense of smell, while honeybees 
are attracted to flowers by their 
fragrances. 

Red flowers are adapted further 
to hummingbirds by the location 
of nectar deep inside a flower tube 
that can only be reached by the 
long beaks and tongues of 
hummingbirds. Hummingbirds' 
bills fit neatly inside the flower 
tubes. Their narrow, grooved 
tongues serve like a straw to suck 
out the sweet juices from the 
flower's nectar-filled pot. 

Hummingbirds depend upon 
nectar in flowers to supply most of 
their daily energy needs. 

Birds vs. Insects ,, 
Nature's Exterminators 

Birds are one of the main 
controls on the Earth's numerous 
insect populations but they do not 
necessarily distinguish between 
insect pests, such as mosquitos, 
and beneficial insects, including 
honeybees. 

Many small birds depend upon 

insects for their main supplies of 
food. Wherever insects are found, 
birds are nearby probing the soil, 
scratching through leaflitter, 
digging into tree trunks, searching 
in the tree bark and probing under 
every twig and leaf for their meals. 

Flycatchers perch on an 
exposed branch and make short 
flights to catch individual flying 
insects. Swifts, swallows and goat
suckers (whip-poor-wills and their 
cousins) have wide-gaping mouths 
which serve as nets enabling the 
birds to feed constantly on insects 
while flying through the air. 
Titmice, creepers and nuthatches 
have strong feet for clinging to 
bark and removing insects from 
crevices with their pointed beaks. 

Although many birds search for 
insects on the trunks of trees, 
none are as well-adapted for the 
job as the woodpecker. These 
specialized hammerheads spend 
much of their time with feet 
clamped against a trunk or branch 
and stiff tail feathers bracing the 
body against the hammering 
blows of their heads. The straight, 
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chisel-like beaks are driven into 
the bark and wood by powerful 
head and neck muscles while the 
woodpeckers' thick skulls absorb 
the shock of each blow. When 
insects are discovered, the 
woodpeckers' extremely long, 
barbed tongues move forward to 
spear the food and draw it into the 
birds' mouths. 

Another industrious insect
eater, the sapsucker, will dig 
about thirty holes a day into the 
shady side of a tree trunk to start 
the sap flowing. Afterwards, the 
sapsucker dines upon the insects 
that come to feed upon the sweet
tasting sap. The sapsucker, too, 
feeds upon the fermented sap and 
sometimes gorges itself to the 
point of intoxication and is 
momentarily unable to fly. 

The Filter,feeders .... 
Clean--sweeping Birds 

Filter-feeding birds like the 
flamingos at Riverbanks Zoo in 
Columbia normally feed upon 
small organisms that live in mud 
and water. Their bills are bent and 
fringed at the edges. These birds 
feed by sweeping their bills from 
side to side through the water 

while sucking water into the 
mouth then forcing it out through 
the coarse fringe-like filters. Small 
crustaceans, insects, mollusks and 
plants from bottom deposits are 
caught in the birds' mouths. 

Many surface-feeding ducks like 
the mallard, shoveler, black duck, 
pintail, gadwall and teal feed in a 
similar manner on seeds, insects, 
mollusks and other small animals. 
By rapidly opening and closing 
their broad, flattened bills in the 
water, they are able to sift food 
from muddy water and bottom 
deposits out through rows of 
bristles on the sides of their bills. 

Airborne Anglers .... 
The Fisheaters 

Birds that enter the water to 
feed upon fish and other marine 
creatures have the special problem 
of quickly seizing their prey and 
coming to the surface before their 
air supplies run out. Kingfishers 
and brown pelicans dive headlong 
into the water and capture their 
prey. Inflatable air sacs under the 
skin make these birds more 
buoyant and absorb some of the 
shock of impact from their high 
dive-bombing attack. 

Other fish-eating birds like the 
anhinga are able to hold their 
breath for long periods while 
searching for food. Sometimes the 
anhinga is able to stay under the 
water for as long as five minutes 
while swimming hundreds of 
yards. 

Egrets, herons, bitterns and 
storks have stilt-like legs balanced 
by long, mobile necks which 
enable them to see above tall 
marsh grasses and over the water 
in search for food. Their spear-like 
beaks seize fish, frogs and other 
aquatic prey. The snowy egret 
startles its quarry into movement 
by stirring mud with its foot. It 
then catches the fish in its long, 
pointed beak, flips it into the air 
and swallows it headfirst so that 
the fish's dorsal fin will not stick in 
its throat. 

Black skimmers are an unusual 
type of surface-feeding bird found 
along our coast. The skimmer flies 
just above the surface while its 
lower, blade-like bill and trowel
shaped beak plows through the 
water surface. When the lower bill 
contacts a fish it flips it upward 
and down the throat. The lower 
bill of the black skimmer grows 

Specialized bills reduce competition for the same foods. 
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Coastal wading birds probe 
meandering shorelines for marine 
organisms. 

faster than the upper to allow for 
the added wear and tear of 
constant use. 

Smaller wading birds including 
snipe, sandpipers and plovers 
move with the rhythm of waves 
and regulate their feeding by the 
daily change in tides. Denied 
access to deeper water, these birds 
are commonly found 
concentrated along the shoreline 
where they feed on sand fleas and 
probe for marine worms, mosquito 
larvae and marine insects. 

Another shorebird, the 
oystercatcher, feeds on mollusks. 
Its long, flattened bill, higher than 
it is wide, inserts like a chisel into 
a partially-opened oyster shell. 
The bird then twists its bill to 
force the shell open and allow it to 
feed on the tender oyster inside. 

A large fish-eating bird, the 
osprey sights its prey while soaring 
in circles 50 to 200 feet above the 
water. It then plunges downward 
feet first, sometimes going 
completely under the water, and 
grabs the fish firmly in razor-sharp 
talons. After the osprey re
emerges it turns the fish headfirst 
in its talons for minimum air 
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resistance and flies to its nearest 
feeding perch, or nest to feed. 
Like all birds of prey, the osprey 
has a strong, hooked beak with 
which to tear the fish apart. 

Birds of Prey .... 
The Flesheaters 

Carnivorous birds of prey 
capture, kill and eat animals. 
They have strong, hooked beaks 
and powerful talons to kill their 
prey and grasp it while eating. 
Diurnal (active during daylight) 
birds of prey, hawks, eagles and 
falcons tear their food into bite
size pieces while discarding bone, 
fur and feathers before swallowing 
the nutritious parts. Owls are 
nocturnal birds of prey feeding 
mainly at night. With both huge 
eyes facing forward in a rather flat 
face, owls have a wider range of 
vision and can spot their prey 
under poor light conditions. Owls 
also differ from other birds of prey 
in that they swallow their prey 
whole. Bones, fur and feathers are 
vomited back up in small pellets. 

Scavengers .... 
Nature's Cleaning Crew 

Scavenger birds are important 
in nature as they remove dead, 
decaying material that could 
become a source of diseases. 
Nature's various scavengers 
dispose of organic material and 
recycle nutrients back into the soil. 

The most common of scavenger 
birds are the black and turkey 
vultures, which devour any dead 
animal found. Both the black and 
turkey vulture have a strong, 
hooked beak much like other birds 
of prey, with which they can tear 
food before swallowing. The head 
and neck of both vultures are 
naked as the birds must plunge 
their heads deep into an animal's 
carcass exposing them to 
infectious bacteria. Air and the 

rays of the sun purify their naked 
heads. 

Unlike the black vulture, the 
turkey vulture has a keen sense of 
smell and can locate dead animals 
concealed from view. The black 
vulture, however, has no sense of 
smell and will feast on a dead 
skunk, scent glands and all, 
without hesitation. 

While searching for food, 
vultures can be seen flying high in 
the sky, soaring on rising columns 
of warm air. When a dead animal 
is located the birds plummet 
downward followed by others 
within visual range. 

Other common scavenger birds 
are gulls and some shorebirds that 
patrol beaches, fishing piers, 
garbage dumps and landfills, or 
trail behind shrimp and fishing 
boats begging for food. 

Check It Out! 
If you would like to learn more 

about birds and their habits, 
check with your school or local 
library for the following books: 

The Birds, by Roger Tory 
Peterson, Time-Life Books, 1963. 

Survival in the Wild: Feeding 
Strategy, by Jennifer Owen, 
University of Chicago Press, 
1980. 

The Wonder of Birds, 
National Geographic Society, 
1983. 

Field Guide to Birds of North 
America, National Geographic 
Society, 1983. 

See also, South Carolina 
Wildlife: sparrow-JIF '78; owl 
and birds of the night-JI A '78; 
anhinga - SIO '78; wren - Ml A 
'80; canvasback duck-JIF '81 ; 
turkey vulture-MIA '81; crow 
-JIF'82; marsh hawk-SIO 
'82; pileated woodpecker - Ml A 
'83; hummingbird-JI A '84; 
swallowtail kite - SIO '84; ibis 
-MIA'85 .. • 
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ECO-FOCUS: 
CONCERN FOR THE 
SAVANNAH 

Who controls the Savannah, 
that ancient river whose 
winding path carves the border 
between South Carolina and 
Georgia? Who should have a say 
in decisions which affect the fish 
and wildlife - and the beauty 
- of the Savannah? 

These questions were raised 
last September when South 
Carolina Attorney General 
Travis Medlock filed the state's 
petition with the federal 
government to challenge a plan 
by the city of Augusta to direct 
water from the Savannah to 
power a hydroelectric plant. The 
attorney general, the South 
Carolina Wildlife and Marine 
Resources Department and the 
state's Water Resources 
Commission have formally 
intervened before the Federal 
Energy Resource Commission 
which is considering Augusta's 
application. 

Federal law gives this agency 
the right to approve projects 
such as the one the city of 
Augusta proposes. The law also 
gives the state of South Carolina 
leverage to protect its own 
interests. The state's goal is not 
to try to stop the project but to 
preserve the important qualities 
of the Savannah as it now exists. 

Augusta wants to direct water 
from the Savannah to the 130-
year-old Augusta Canal which 
runs parallel to the river north of 
the city. Augusta's plan is to 
make money by selling the 
electricity it generates to utility 
companies. The economics of 
this plan are debatable, 
however. South Carolina's study 
shows that the electricity to be 
generated by the project is not 
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The disastrous effect of Augusta's plans to divert the Savannah ... the upper photo shows the river 
before rediversion; the bottom shot afterwards. Engineers' discussions of cfs water flow mean little 
in the face of reality. Witnesses to the diversion test commented on the numbers of fish stranded, 
their fins breaking the surface of pools. Photo by Rosemary Baugh, photojournalist for North 
Augusta's The Star. 
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needed in that area now or in 
the foreseeable future. 

The state's concern centers 
on the drastic reduction of the 
flow of the Savannah which 
would occur through the 4. S
mile stretch of the river 
paralleling the canal. 

Currently, an average of 
5,000 cubic feet of water flows 
through this section of the 
Savannah each second. 
Augusta's rediversion of the 
river would decrease that flow to 
as little as 500 cubic feet per 
second (cfs) for five months 
each year. 

Under dry weather conditions 
the river could remain this way 
for a full seven months of the 
year. In practical terms this 
means almost no water for the 
mighty Savannah, whose upper 
section now lies under a chain of 
lakes. 

It is easy to see why South 
Carolinians have such strong 
concernsabouttheimpactof 
this proposal. The boulders and 
mud puddles remaining, should 
Augusta divert the river, do not 
appear adequate to support the 
world record hybrid bass now 
being caught in this stretch of 
the Savannah. Beaver, muskrat, 
other animals and the rare 
plants that depend on the 
Savannah for their survival will 
also suffer. 

The effect of a 500 cfs flow on 
other types of recreation is also 
obvious. At present the rapids in 
this stretch of the Savannah are 

· gentle enough to permit 
recreational navigation by· 
relatively inexperienced adults 
and by conservation and civic 
groups. With the reduced flow, 
canoes, rafts and motorboats 
would find the area impassable 
for much of the year. 

The state also fears that the 
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project will encourage the 
growth of nuisance aquatic 
weeds downstream and leave the 
Savannah unable to handle the 
waste water poured into it. 

South Carolina's studies show 
that instead of 500 cfs, a 
minimum flow in the 1,900 to 
2,000 cfs range must be 
maintained at all times to 
preserve the recreational, 
environmental and esthetic 
quality of the Savannah River. 

The state's hope in 
intervening in the process has 
been to convince the Federal 
Energy Resource Commission 
that this important requirement 
should be made a mandatory 
part of any license issued to the 
city of Augusta. Attorney 
General Medlock's office and 
others also want to see that 
requirement backed up by close 
monitoring on the site. 

The matter of making a case 
before the federal government 
can be a complex process, 
involving a series of complicated 
state and federal laws and 
regulations. But from the 
standpoint of the state of South 
Carolina, the issue is much 
simpler, one of basic fairness. 
The Savannah does not belong 
only to one city and one city 
should not be allowed to 
drastically change its character. 
The interests of all parties -
both states, local governments 
on both sides, sportsmen, 
landowners and wildlife 
enthusiasts - must all be 
respected. _ _,, 

- MARK A. DILLARD 
Attorney General's Office 

Striped bass fishing is best on 
cloudy or drizzly days. Best times 
are early morning and evening. 

GAME THIEF SUCCESS 

During its inaugural year, 
Operation Game Thief received 
306 calls prompting 71 cases 
with a conviction rate of 86 
percent. 

Patterned after the successful 
"Crime Stoppers" program and 
administered by the Wildlife 
and Marine Resources 
Department, Operation Game 
Thief pays rewards for 
information leading to the 
arrests of people who violate 
laws protecting the state's 
natural resources. The program 
depends on contributions from 
the public to maintain a fund for 
paying the rewards. 

"What we're up against now," 
said wildlife law enforcement 
Lieutenant William F. Sharpe, 
"is being able to reward these 
people who give us information. 
Funds are low and contributions 
are needed." 

During the first year of the 
program approximately $8, 700 
was donated to the program by 
citizens and organizations in the 
state. Money paid out totalled 
$5,400, leaving a balance of a 
little more than $3,000. 

"The average reward is 
running about $250," Sharpe 
said. "We've made some $500 
payments and we've made a lot 
of$100 rewards." According to 

the program's guidelines, 
rewards can range between $100 
and$500. 

Anyone observing suspicious 
activity should report it to the 
wildlife department by dialing 
the toll-free "hot line," 1-800-
922-5431, night or day, seven 
days a week. 

Callers should be ready to 
provide as much detailed 
information as possible. 
Descriptions of persons and 
vehicles, dates and times, 
license plates, locations, names 
and addresses are needed by 
wildlife officers to begin an 
investigation. 

"I think we're making an 
impact on these people 
(violators)," Sharpe said. "I 
don't have any reservations 
about that." 

Sharpe said that he is 
interested in promoting 
Operation Game Thief. Any 
group or organization that would 
like him as a speaker should call 
758-0042 in Columbia or write, 
Operation Game Thief, P.O. 
Box 167, Columbia, S.C., 
29202. _,,,,, 

The world's people and all other 
forms depend on less than one
half of I percent of the Earth's 
total supply of water. 

OPERATION 
GAMETHIEF 
1·800·922•5431 
STOP GAME AND FISH VIOLATORS 
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W ith all the excellent 
camouflage on the 
market today, it's easy 

for a hunter to make himself 
invisible in the woods. Suits, 
hats, nets and gloves give perfect 
concealment, yet most of us 
neglect to camouflage our 
gun. 

Modem shotgun and rifle 
manufacturers take great pride in 
the glossy metal and wood 
finishes on their guns - but 
such finishes perform no 
function. Just a hint of open 
sunlight makes these shiny 
firearms flash like a mirror 
instantly alarming a deer, turkey 
or dove. You can buy camo tapes 
and zip-on covers, but these 
never completely cover the gun. 

I decided to camouflage my 
turkey gun and here's how I did 
it. Starting with a perfectly 
shiny Remington 1100, 3-inch 
magnum automatic, I had a 
gunsmith remove all blueing 
from the outside metal parts and 
strip the lacquer from the stock. 
Removing the blueing 
eliminated all traces of oil and 
grease. 

He then spraypainted the 
outside of the whole gun with 
dull grey galvanizing paint for a 
primer., When that dried he 
sprayed on a pattern of dark 
green and black camouflage 
colors. He used flat, no-shine 
paint and the finished product 
was as ugly as a hog wallow, but 
it worked! The gun is practically 
invisible in the woods. 

I added swivels and a 
camouflage sling and now have a 
gun which blends perfectly with 
my camouflage clothes. A swipe 
with a spray can repairs any 
scratches and the cost? About 
$25 . . ., 

- RUSSELL TYLER 
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ESTABLISHING A NEW 
MECCA 

Fisheries biologists have long 
considered Pinopolis Hatchery 
to be the national mecca for 
striped bass culture. It was here, 
on the banks of Lake Moultrie's 
Tailrace Canal that work began 
more than twenty years ago to 
culture striped bass for release 
into inland reservoirs across this 
state and the nation. 

For the past seven years much 
of the work at Pinopolis has 
been devoted toward the 
eventual forced replacement of 
the Mecca when Santee 
Cooper's overflow would be 
rediverted from the Cooper 
River into the Santee River. 
The Army Corps of Engineers 
water di version project is now 
complete with an 11-mile canal 
joining Lake Moultrie to the 
Santee River, but the work at 
Pinopolis and the nearby Dennis 
Wildlife Center at Bonneau is 
not nearly done. 

Fry, or larval fish, produced at 
Pinopolis are transported to the 
center's fifty-five well-fertilized 
ponds for rearing to fingerling 
size of one to two inches. Last 
year fifty-one million striped and 
hybrid fry and 2.5 million 
fingerlings were produced. 
Many of the latter class, 
including some 100,000 four
inch advanced fingerlings, were 
stocked into the Santee River as 
part of state fisheries biologists' 
continuing efforts to build up 
that river's striped bass 
population. For if the state is to 
maintain its striped bass culture 
program, the Santee will have 
to replace the Cooper in 
providing an abundance of adult 
brood fish from which millions 
of eggs are stripped and 
fertilized. 

The Santee is a poor river 
according to fisheries biologists. 
Its nutrient food is low; its waters 
shallow with high temperatures, 
and its carrying capacity poor. 
But biologists expect this to 
change with a greater flow in the 

river as a result of the 
rediversion project. 

The new hatchery on the 
rediversion canal near St. 
Stephens has been named in 
honor of South Carolina's 
striped bass culture pioneer, the 
late Jack Bayless. Bayless' friends 
and former co-workers -
Dennis Center Chief Thomas 
A. Curtis, anadromous fisheries 
biologist Pick Christie - and 
many other fisheries biologists 
and technicians are working 
hard to ensure its success. The 
direction of their efforts and the 
hopes of South Carolina's 
fishermen are that the nation's 
striped bass Mecca can be 
relocated from the Cooper to 
the Santee. 

Another decade may pass 
before the outcome is truly 
known, but if successful, South 
Carolina's striped bass culture 
program will have recreated 
itself in a miracle of modem 
wildlife management. (See 
"Watch on Santee," page 12, 
this issue.) _ _, 

WADDELL CENTER 
PRODUCES SHRIMP 

More than 3,000 pounds of 
marine shrimp were harvested 
recently from ponds at the 
Waddell Mariculture Center in 
what center manager, Steve 

Hopkins, called a successful first 
season. 

"We averaged 500 pounds per 
acre with one pond producing 
1,275 pounds per acre," said 
Hopkins, who serves as manager 
for the South Carolina Wildlife 
and Marine Resources 
Department facility. 

"Survival in all ponds was 
about 70 percent, and growth of 
shrimp within a pond was very 
uniform," Hopkins said. "Based 
on our success this year we're 
confident we can average 1,000 
pounds an acre next year." 

Studies indicate that good 
shrimp production could be 
achieved from a wicle range of 
salinities, which Hopkins said is 
good news for impoundment 
owners. "Salinities that can be 
achieved in impoundments vary 
considerably depending on the 
location of the impoundment," 
Hopkins explained. "We now 
feel that some impoundments 
with moderately low salinities 
are suitable for shrimp 
production." 

According to Hopkins, ten 
South Carolina growers 
produced about 20,000 pounds 
of shrimp this year. Most came 
from brackish impoundments. 

Samples of the 
experimentally pond-raised 
shrimp from the Waddell Center 
were sent to processors for 
evaluation of taste, yield and 

Alvin Stokes of the wildlife department examines shrimp taken 
from the Waddell Mariculture Center's ponds. The center's first 
season of operation produced 3,000 pounds of shrimp. 
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shelf life. The remainder of the 
harvest will be used to promote 
South Carolina seafood 
products, Hopkins added. 

Shrimp production studies 
this year will be expanded from 
quarter-acre ponds to one-acre 
ponds of commercial size. ·• 

Though downgraded from 
endangered status, the 
pelican's environmental 
sensitivity keeps it on the 
threatened list. This immature 
brown pelican and others like 
it will continue to be 
monitored. 

STATE THREATENED 
AND ENDANGERED 
LISTS REVISED 

Data gathered from the state's 
wildlife biologists have brought 
about the following changes in 
South Carolina's threatened and 
endangered species listings: 
Nongame Threatened 
Additions 

Wilson's Plover- This 
shorebird of the front beaches 
once nested fairly commonly 
throughout the state's sand 
dunes. Whereas other 
threatened beach birds have 
shown some adaptability in 
seeking new nest sites, Wilson's 
plover continues to decline with 
the loss of natural beach front 
due to continued coastal 
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development. 
Bewick's Wren-Once 

locally common around farms 
and thickets, this wren has 
disappeared from much of its 
range in the state and in the 
eastern region. 

Brown Pelican - This bird 
has been downgraded from 
endangered to threatened, but 
due to the pelican's sensitivity 
to aquatic pollutants, it is being 
retained on the threatened list 
and will continue to be 
monitored. South Carolina has 
only two concentrated 
rookeries. 

Pine Barrens Treefrog
Although a detailed four-year 
survey by the wildlife 
department found this 
amphibian to be more 
widespread in the state than 
previously believed, the treefrog 
is still considered uncommon 
and an occupant of specialized 
habitat. For this reason and 
because of its vulnerability to 
collectors, the species is being 
retained on the nongame 
threatened list. 
Nongame Threatened Deletions 

Cooper's Hawk -Always 
uncommon in South Carolina, 
except during winter when 
northern migrants move in, this 
bird's numbers during the 
breeding season are expected to 
stabilize since a decline in body 
pesticides for other avian species 
has been documented. 

American Osprey- This 
species' recovery from pesticides 
over much of its range has been 
well-documented. South 
Carolina has about 300 active 
osprey nests, most of which are 
producing an adequate number 
of young for maintaining the 
population. 
Endangered Status 

Wood storks are being 
elevated from threatened to 
endangered status because of the 
rangewide decline from 40,000 
to 5,000 pairs over a forty-year 
period. This species also was 
recently added to the federally
endangered species list. _,,,,., 

N.C. SALES TAX FOR 
WILDLIFE 

Legislation that will return a 
portion of the state sales tax paid 
on hunting and fishing 
equipment to the Wildlife 
Resources Commission for 
conservation programs was 
recently passed by the North 
Carolina General Assembly. 

In the first transfer of funds, 
$500,000 was allocated for 
improvements in wildlife 
enforcement programs, 
according to the Washington, 
D.C.-based Wildlife 
Management Institute. 

This year the North Carolina 
Commission will receive $2 
million for use in various wildlife 
enhancement projects. In the 
future, the annual appropriation 
will be based on this $2 million 
figure. It will go up or down 
depending on total sales tax 
receipts. 

At least 50 percent of the 
funds must be used for non
recurring costs such as large 
equipment and renovation of 
existing facilities, according to 
the institute. 

"This legislation is a great 
step for wildlife conservation," 
said Vernon Bevill, North 
Carolina Commission executive 
director. "As far as we know, we 
are the first wildlife agency in 

. the nation to receive funding 
based more closely to the 
business that wildlife generates." 

Bevill said that for every 
dollar spent on wildlife in North 
Carolina, almost $50 is returned 
to the economy of the state by 
those pursuing related outdoor 
interests ... nearly three quarters 
of a billion dollars each year. ·• 

Largemouth bass will begin stxzwning 
when uiater temperature reaches 
sixty-four degrees Fahrenheit and 
continue until the temperature 
reaches sew,ty degrees Fahrenheit 
The female will lay an average 5, (XX) 

eggs. 

BOATING 

11 . ,Jll l 
~~~ 

I bought my first depth 
sounder in 1970, one of 
the more common flasher

types with a round scale. Back 
then, there were only a few to 
choose from. Today, the 
prospective buyer of marine 
electronic equipment can 
choose from digital-types that 
give depth, boat speed and water 
temperature or video sounders. 

To simplify the selection of 
electronic accessories, follow 
these recommendations. The 
pleasure boater, sailor orthe 
person simply cruising may 
prefer the digital-type. It's very 
easy to read and has an alarm to 
warn of shoals or shallow water 
ahead. For fishermen, the 
sensitive flasher is probably the 
best for the money. With a little 
practice fishermen can interpret 
bait fish, game fish, bottom -
mud, rock, sand, etc., and, of 
course, structures which will 
hold fish. 

A cut above the flasher and 
quite a bit more expensive is the 
graph or chart recorder; signals 
from under water are burnt on 
the chart paper on the screen so 
the fisherman has a permanent 
record of what is below. 

Depth finders increase 
· your enjoyment and safety 

afloat. 
When mounting the depth 

sounder, read the factory 
instructions in your owner's 
manual. If wires and transducer 
are not rigged correctly, the 
depth finder will not perform 
like you want it to. There is one 
bad thing about depth finders. 
It's so much fun viewing the 
screen, you can easily forget a 
very important part of safe 
boating: always keep your eyes 
on the road. ·• 

- MIKE WILLIAMS 
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T here's a whole new ball 
game now for the king 
mackerel fishery in our 

neighboring Gulf of Mexico and 
off the East Coast of Florida. 
And it's a frightening game at 
best. 

In the Gulf and as far north as 
Daytona Beach there is now a 
bag limit of two kings per person 
per day that applies to everyone, 
commercial, recreational and 
charter boats as well. 

How long have we all given 
mere lip service to conservation 
AND management of our ocean 
stocks? Our oceans seem so vast 
and the schools of fishes so 
tremendous, how could we ever 
decimate even a single species? 
Now, apparently, it has finally 
happened. 

I remember when the first 
estimate of the king harvest in 
the south Atlantic was twenty
seven million pounds for a single 
season .. . and that was just for 
recreational fishermen. Now it is 
entirely different so if you tally 
the harvest allotted to purse 
seines, gill nets, hook and line 
commercial fishermen, charter 
and head boats and finally the 
private recreational anglers, you 
quickly find hard times for 
everyone in the forecast. Like 
any natural resource, king 
mackerel can only withstand so 
much pressure. 

The striped bass is almost 
gone in our coastal waters; 
pollution may be the culprit. 
Now the kings show signs of 
weakness. Where do we start 
and how do we make a 
difference? The ballot box and 
being informed now count much 
more even than the tackle box. 
We've taken our ocean fishing 
for granted too long. _ _, 

- DEAN POUCHER 
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S.C.'s NATURAL AREA 
HOLDINGS GROW 

Four years ago South 
Carolina scientists discovered 
the nearly-extinct Canby's 
cowbane, a plant species found 
in fewer than ten places 
worldwide. 

Canby's cowbane, the third 
rarest plant in the Palmetto 
State, is now protected within a 
Colleton County bay, one of just 
four sites statewide. A bog 
surrounded by a pine-oak forest, 
the 30-acre property was 
acquired by the South Carolina 
Wildlife and Marine Resources 
Department and dedicated as a 
"Heritage Preserve." 

The new Colleton County 
Cowbane Preserve is a 10-acre 
wetland dominated by slash 
pine, swamp tupelo, bald 
cypress and red maple. It is 
surrounded on three sides by a 
20-acre mixed pine-hardwood 
forest. Upwards of 500 
individual Canby's cowbane 
plants have been counted in the 
wet area and occur in sunny 
openings beneath the forest 
canopy. 

The new Canby's Cowbane 
Heritage Preserve in Colleton 
County was acquired using 
about $13,500 in Check for 
Wildlife funds matched by the 
Nature Conservancy's $7,500 
endangered species grant from 
the Goodwill Foundation. 

"A 3- to 4-foot plant with 
flowers described as a miniature 
of Queen Anne's lace, unusual 
quill-like leaves and wafer
shaped fruits, Canby's cowbane 
is known to occur only at eight 
sites in four states. Four of the 
sites are in South Carolina," 
said Dr. Douglas A. Rayner. 

"The property acquisition is a 
real boon to South Carolina," 
Rayner said. "The acquisition 
will enable us to protect a plant 
species definitely having 
problems continuing its 
existence worldwide." 

The Nature Conservancy, a 
non-profit conservation 

organization, purchased the 
property in August 1983 from 
Mrs. Dorothy Crosby of 
Walterboro. 

"Planned research on the new 
Canby's cowbane site includes a 
habitat analysis to learn what 
the plants need to survive and 
an element stewardship analysis, 
which is a bibliography of 
everything that has been written 
about the plant species," said 
Thomas S. Kohlsaat of the 
wildlife department's Heritage 
Trust Program. 

Four years ago no one realized 
that the rare cowbane existed in 
South Carolina. In 1980 
Delaware State College 
professors Normal Dill and 
Arthur Tucker were involved in 
a federal study ofCanby's 
cowbane in eastern United 
States. 

While examining many dried 
plant specimens from 
southeastern herbaria, Dill and 
Tucker discovered that Canby's 
cowbane had been collected in 
South Carolina years ago, but 
misidentified. 

The discovery of the rare 
plant species living in the 
Palmetto State prompted further 
investigations here by the 
wildlife department and the 
Nature Conservancy. Wildlife 
department botanists confirmed 
the historic Canby's cowbane 
populations in Bamberg and 
Colleton counties. During a 
study of Carolina bays, new 
populations of the plant were 
also found in Richland and 
Barnwell counties. 

~ 
ACheck~ 
For Wildlife 

INVEST IN OUR 
UNCOMMON 

WEALTH 

"Canby's cowbane is 
undergoing status review by the 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
prior to a proposal to list it as a 
federally endangered species," 
Rayner said. "In South Carolina 
we give the plant species a 
designation of national concern, 
endangered." 

Rarity of the species is evident 
considering that less than fifty 
acres of the rare cowbane can be 
found statewide, compared to 
some 500 acres of habitat for the 
Venus flytrap, another protected 
plant. 

"Reasons behind the 
endangerment of Canby's 
cowbane are not fully 
documented thus far," Rayner 
said. "The plant is certainly not 
specific as to preferred 
environment since it has been 
found in a number of different 
habitats. Generally it is 
associated with wet depressions 
and several kinds of Carolina 
bays." 

Recently, another acquisition 
was given to the state wildlife 
department. This gift of 
marshland increases the state's 
natural area holdings by 153 
acres. The 153-acre tract of 
cordgrass marsh donated to the 
state wildlife department will 
insure the Murrells Inlet 
property protection in its natural 
state. 

Landowner Mrs. Jacie L. 
Hyatt, now of Marlin, Texas, 
gave the tract to the state asking 
that the area be protected from 
development. Her wish is for it 
to be used solely for the 
propagation of wildlife and 
marine life. 

"We are always pleased to 
accept donations of wildlife 
habitat such as the Hyatt marsh 
from individuals sincerely 
concerned about the protection 
of South Carolina's natural 
environment," said Kohlsaat. 

"This donation represents no 
special tax benefit to the former 
owner," Kohlsaat said, "but it 
will benefit the state's citizenry 
and their enjoyment of our rich 
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wetlands." · 
Kohlsaat acknowledged the 

efforts of Senator Bill Doar of 
Georgetown "in finalizing the 
donation of the Hyatt Marsh." 

The Hyatt acquisition adds to 
the state's protected holdings of 
marine nursery grounds 
including the Santee Coastal 
Reserve, the Yawkey Wildlife 
Center, Capers Island, Turtle 
Island and other coastal 
preserves. 

"Protection of natural areas 
in South Carolina is essential to 
our future well-being," said 
Kohlsaat. "In these unique 
environments where nature is 
allowed to seek its own level, 
there develops a diverse 
population of plant and animal 
species. This natural diversity is 
perhaps our most valuable 
resource. It is the world that was 
here before we changed it, the 
world that has enabled us to 
thrive and the world which will 
continue to be our ultimate 
source of food, energy, medicine 
and knowledge."-• 

FISHING PIER GOING UP 
AT HUNTING ISLAND 

What will be the longest free
standing fishing pier on the 
South Atlantic Coast is being 
built at the southern tip of 
Hunting Island State Park. 

The 1, 120-foot wooden pier 
on Fripp Inlet will allow anglers 
direct access to a year-round fish 
population. The 16-foot-wide 
pier will be lighted and will have 
a dock for charter boats. A 
tackle shop will be built on the 
pier and a parking area 
accommodating 100 vehicles 
will be located adjacent to the 
pier and just east of the bridge to 
Fripp Island. 

State Senator James M. 
Waddell Jr. of Beaufort said 
during a ground-breaking 
ceremony in November that the 
pier represents the first instance 
of a facility being developed on a 
state park by private investment. 
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The pier is being built and 
will be operated by Joseph Mix 
of Beaufort. Construction is by 
Atlantic Marine Construction 
Company of Beaufort. 
Engineering was done by Davis 
and Floyd of Greenwood. 

Raymond Ramsey used a 
yellow Gaines popping bug to 
catch this state record 1-
pound, 15V2-ounceredeye 
bass. 

COOSAE RECORD 
BROKEN 

Raymond Ramsey, 72, of 
Marshall, North Carolina, 
broke the South Carolina redeye 
bass record in August with a 1-
pound, 15 ½ -ounce fish caught 
from the Horsepasture River 
arm of Lake Jocassee. 

"I knew what it was when it 
jumped," said Ramsey. "I've 
caught hundreds and hundreds 
of coosae. They're the sportiest 
fish I've ever caught in my life. 
They will hit a plug or any 
artificial lures you throw at 
them." 

Ramsey, a retired game 
protector who worked with the 
North Carolina Wildlife 
Commission for twenty-eight 
years, caught the fish on a yellow 
Gaines popping bug. His fish 
broke the old state record by just 
2 ½ ounces. Dwayne Head of 
Westminster, South Carolina, 
had held the record with a 1-
pound, 13-ounce redeye bass 
caught in 1981 from the 
Chattooga River. The South 
Carolina coosae bass record was 
first set in 1972 . ., 

VIRUS KILLS WHOOPERS 

Seven endangered whooping 
cranes at the federal Patuxent 
Wildlife Research Center in 
Maryland died from the Eastern 
equine encephalitis virus spread 
by an uncommon mosquito in 
September. 

Called a "togavirus" because 
of its distinctive, envelope-like 
structure, the virus was 
transmitted to the birds by the 
culiseta melanura mosquito, a 
species not known to bite 
humans. 

Whoopers are perhaps the 
most notable of the endangered 
species, according to wildlife 
experts, and have become a 
symbol of the plight of the many 
wild species facing extinction in 
the United States. 

Low point for the whooping 
crane came in 1941 when just 
fifteen were left in the wild. 
Working jointly, Canada and 
the Unites States have sought to 
build up whooping crane 
numbers through research, 
captive breeding, habitat 
protection and strict law 
enforcement. 

Today, according to wildlife 
biologists, in addition to the 
thirty-four captive whooping 
cranes at Patuxent, about ninety 
whoopers make up a wild flock 
that migrates from Canada's 

. Wood Buffalo Park to Aransas 
National Wildlife Refuge in 
Texas. 

About thirty-eight whoopers 
make up a second experimental 
flock that migrates from Grays 
Lake National Wildlife Refuge 
in Idaho to Bosque! Del Apache 
National Wildlife Refuge in New 
Mexico. 

The experimental flock was 
established using eggs laid by 
wild cranes in the Wood Buffalo 
flock and eggs produced by the 
captive flock at Patuxent. 

These eggs are hatched and 
reared by wild "foster-parent" 
sandhill cranes, a non
endangered cousin of the 
whoopers. _ _,., 

FRESHWATER 
j 

T he water's edge is a stage 
for the topwater bass 
fisherman and a dancing 

lure is his puppet. 
Here are some tips to make 

your topwater bass fishing more 
productive. 

Most topwater lures will 
perform better if they are tied 
directly to the line, preferably 
with a loose loop that doesn't 
cinch. Snaps and swivels can 
detract from the lure's built-in 
action. Most perform better if 
the rod tip is held high on the 
retrieve, keeping the line off the 
water. 

Cast beyond cover, allowing 
the lure to land softly. Allow the 
ripples from the cast to die away 
before beginning the retrieve. 

The three factors to consider 
in determining lure size and 
color are water clarity, light 
conditions and surface 
conditions (ripples and wave 
action). The old axiom, "bright 
lure on a bright day, dark lure on 
a dark day," is especially true for 
topwater fishing. 

Small, quiet bodies of water 
will require smaller lures and 
more delicate casts and usually 
slower retrieves. Larger lakes 
usually have some wave action, 
necessitating larger lures and a 
more vigorous presentation of 
retrieve to achieve the required 
attracting qualities. 

Wobbling action lures are 
often most effective with a slow 
steady retrieve which makes a 
steady "glub, glub, glub" sound. 
At times, an extremely fast 
retrieve which makes the lure 
skitter across the water can be 
deadly. A stop-and-go action 
can be effective as well. 

Remember the tactics that 
work and use them. _ _,., 

- MIKECREEL 
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0 ne of the most 
important features of a 
camp site for 

backpackers is water. It may not 
be right in camp, but it should 
be close by. 

I never used to worry about the 
purity of mountain streams and 
springs. Now there are so many 
people in the outback, it's wise 
to treat your drinking water 
before consuming it. 

Standard treatments include 
the use ofhalazone or iodine 
tablets, or the time-honored 
method of boiling your water. 
The use of tablets is preferable to 
many. 

A few tablets added to a quart 
of water insure its potability. 
Wait about thirty minutes 
before drinking. Cooking water 
boiled for at least fifteen minutes 
should be safe. 

Purification tablets are 
inexpensive and easy to pack. 
But they do have a drawback. 
Both halazone and iodine leave 
an aftertaste unpleasant to 
some. 

Shaking your canteen and 
other containers vigorously 
before drinking will dispell most 
aftertaste. Adding drink mixes 
such as Tang or Gatorade help, 
too. . 

Technology has improved the 
standard canteen. Polyethylene 
containers are preferred by 
modem campers and 
backpackers. They are light, 
durable and inexpensive. 

Most packers carry at least 
one quart-size water container 
on the trail. For camp water, I 
carry a three-gallon, plastic 
folding container as well to 
transport a supply of water to 
camp. A gallon milk jug will 
work just as well. _,,,,,._ 

- BOB CAMPBELL 
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VETERAN WILDLIFE 
BIOLOGIST FULFILLS 
SUCCESSFUL CAREER 

Jefferson C. Fuller Jr., 
director of wildlife and freshwater 
fisheries, is retiring after thirty
two years with the South 
Carolina Wildlife and Marine 
Resources Department. 

A native of Healton in 
southwestern Oklahoma, Fuller 
was one of ten to graduate in 
1948 from the first wildlife 
conservation program offered at 
Oklahoma A&M. 

Fuller worked as a district 
fisheries biologist on Lake 
Okeechobee in Florida and in 
the Mississippi Delta before 
coming to South Carolina in 
1953 as chiefoffisheries. In 
1969 he was named chief of 
wildlife and freshwater fisheries, 
and five years later, upon 
reorganization of the agency, 
took over the title of division 
director, wildlife and freshwater 
fisheries. 

Through Fuller's guidance a 
staff of 14 in 1953 has now 
grown to 170 in a division that 
includes five sections: game 
management, freshwater 
fisheries, nongame and heritage 
trust, Dennis Center and 
Yawkey Center. Where there 
was one federal aid project then 
for striped bass, there are now 
thirty-seven projects with a 
broad range of concerns. 

Some of the major 
accomplishments made in 
wildlife conservation since 
Fuller has been with the 
department are the fish culture 
techniques at Dennis Wildlife 
Center, procurement ofland for 
waterfowl management, white
tailed deer and turkey 
restocking, and other programs 
focusing on the nongame and 
endangered species, striped bass 
rearing and stocking, the Check 
for Wildlife, small game, farm 
pond, wood duck nesting box, 
and fisheries management. 

"With Jeff Fuller's retirement, 
we are losing some very valuable 

Jeff Fuller 

expertise," said Dr. James A. 
Timmerman Jr., executive 
director of the wildlife agency. 
"He has played a major role and 
his contributions in the 
administration, development 
and management of our entire 
wildlife and freshwater fisheries 
programs will remain with us, 
but the man will be missed." 
In 1983, Fuller was named 
Wildlife Conservationist of the 
Year by the South Carolina 
Wildlife Federation for his work 
in placing South Carolina at the 
forefront among the nation's 
wildlife and freshwater fisheries 
management agencies. 

"I've worked with a lot of 
good people over many years and 
have been fortunate to have 
many people share, my concern 
for our wildlife resources," Fuller 
said. "Any accomplishments I 
have made in my career have 
only been possible through the 
cooperation and help of friends 
and acquaintances who,have 
shared my philosophies." 

Fuller said his varied interests 
wilikeep him busy after 
retirement. One of his favorite 
hobbies involves the history of 
the western frontier and the 
Plains Indians from the period of 
1845-1890. He has over 150 
books related to these subjects. 
He also plans to remain active 
in some fisheries work and is 
considering a trip to Alaska. _ _, 

CAMP WILDWOOD 
APPLICATIONS DUE 

May 15 is the cutoff date for 
receipt of applications from all 
ninth through twelfth grade 
students interested in 
participating in Camp 
Wildwood June 9 through June 
15. To attend you must have 
completed the fifth grade prior 
to the beginning of camp. 

Formerly the South Carolina 
Conservation Camp, Camp 
Wildwood is sponsored by the 
Garden Club of South Carolina 
Incorporated and the South 
Carolina Wildlife Federation in 
cooperation with the state's 
Wildlife and Marine Resources 
Department. It is a week-long 
adventure where young men and 
women are introduced to the 
interrelationships among 
humans, wildlife and the natural 
world. 

Located at Kings Mountain 
State Park, on Highway 161 
about fifteen miles northeast of 
York, South Carolina, the camp 
area is nestled among rich 
hardwoods near Lake York. 
Professional wildlife and 
forestry biologists provide basic 
understanding of the skills and 
techniques required in the wise 
use and management of our 
forests, soils, waters and wildlife. 

Enrollment is limited to 100 
campers, maintaining a staff to 
camper ratio of approximately 
five to one. This allows 
individual attention from the 
camp's staff of experienced 
campers and outdoor resource 
professionals. The camp staff 
also includes a full-time nurse 
and well-equipped infirmary. 

Camper selection is based 
upon maturity, scholarship, 
responsibility and leadership 
potential in the conservation 
and management of natural 
resources. Fees are $80 per 
camper. 

All interested in participating 
in this year's camp are urged to 
call 786-6419 for more infor 
mation or application form. _ _,,., 
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STAMPFUNDS 
ALLOCATED 

Some $165,000 in state 
waterfowl stamp funds will be 
used to enhance instate 
waterfowl projects in 1985. 

According to state wildlife 
officials, the $165,000 comes 
from 1984-85 revenue of 
$150,000 from South Carolina 
duck stamp sales plus a carryover 
of $15,000 from 1983-84 sales. 

Use of state migratory 
waterfowl stamp funds is broken 
down under five main headings 
on the state's waterfowl budget: 
1. Restoration projects for wood 
ducks, mottled ducks and · 
Canada geese. 
2. Development and 
management of waterfowl 
habitat in the Piedmont and 
Mountains of South Carolina. 
3. Habitat improvement of the 
Moultrie Waterfowl Game 
Management Area. 
4. A contingency fund for land 
acquisition or leasing of public 
hunting lands or emergency dike 
and trunk repairs. 
5. Advertising and promotion 
and the Cooper River Waterfowl 
study. 

1. Now in its fifth year, the 
highly successful wood duck 
nesting box project received 
$30,000 in stamp funds. A 

thousand wood duck box units 
are being built, many of which 
will be provided free to private 
cooperators who apply to the 
department. Others will be 
erected on state-controlled 
lands. 

Wildlife officials say the 
Canada goose restoration 
project received $10,000. In 
this long-term project, resident 
populations of geese are being 
established in several areas of 
the state. 

Efforts will continue to obtain 
geese, considered a nuisance in 
many Northeastern states, for 
release in South Carolina. The 
geese have lost their instinct to 
migrate and, when relocated in 
South Carolina, serve as 
foundation stock for a home
grown goose population. 

For the third and final year of 
the mottled duck project, 
$1,000will be spent. Anon
migrating species from 
Louisiana, the mottled duck has 
been stocked for several year-; in 
several South Carolina coastal 
counties in hopes of establishing 
a resident mottled duck 
population. 

2. Development and 
management projects of · 
Piedmont and Mountain 
waterfowl habitat received 
$21,000 in state funds. 

"• 

The '85-'86 federal waterfowl stamp features a cinnamon teal 
painted by Gerald Mobley of Broken Arrow, Oklahoma. The 
stamp goes on sale July '86 at U.S. Postal Offices. 
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Management possibilities exist 
in beaver ponds, agricultural 
areas and possible construction 
of sub-impoundments in large 
reservoirs in these regions. 
Current funds also have been 
allocated to improve waterfowl 
hunting opportunities on the 
Broad River sub-impoundment 
and the Enoree River Waterfowl 
Area by planting and clearing, 
according to wildlife officials. 

3. Waterfowl habitat 
improvements on the Moultrie 
Game Management Area are 
supported by $57,000 in stamp 
funds. Plans include the 
development of Sandy Beach, a 
350-acre backwater section of 
Lake Moultrie for waterfowl 
habitat. Initial development 
there includes construction of a 
1,500-foot dike, repair work on 
an entrance road and the 
installation of water control 
structures. 

4. Stamp revenues totaling 
$25,000 were placed in a 
contingency fund that will be 
used for waterfowl habitat 
acquisition, leasing of public 
lands and emergency dike or 
trunk repairs. Wildlife officials 
point out that this contingency 
fund is essential when a natural 
disaster such as a hurricane 
occurs or emergency repairs are 
needed on existing waterfowl 
management. 

Accumulating funds also 
have future use in combination 
with federal matching funds or 
county funds for buying or 
leasing key habitat areas for 
public hunting. 

5. Advertising and promotion 
to increase the sale of South 
Carolina duck stamps to 
collectors and hunters will take 
up $1,000 in stamp funds. 

Aerial waterfowl surveys on 
the Cooper River following 
rediversion of the Santee River 
will receive $1,000 in stamp 
funds. Survey results could 
provide the basis for mitigation 
of waterfowl losses in the Cooper 
River due to rediversion, 
wildlife officials said. _ _,,., 

COOKING 

~ 
'...) 

A postcard I received 
from a Michigan 
seafood lover sums it 

all up. "I'd suggest a 
WARNING on the next 
brochure regarding the ferocity 
of the blue crab, several of 
which assaulted me and actually 
drew blood. I was unprepared for 
the audacity of these creatures as 
well as for their tenacity of 
claw ... P. S. In eating quality, 
A++++ ." 

Successfully cooked and 
picked, crabmeat can be used in 
a variety of luscious recipes, like 
these crab cakes, a specialty of 
Pawleys Inn Chef Louis Osteen. 

Combine one cup good 
quality mayonnaise (homemade 
is preferred) with one and one
half tablespoons cracker meal, a 
large pinch cayenne pepper, 
one-eighth teaspoon each celery 
seed and dry mustard, one
fourth teaspoon lemon juice and 
one egg white. Mix well, taking 
care to avoid lumps. Pick 
through one pound crabmeat to 
remove any remaining shell. 
Gently fold crabmeat into 
mayonnaise mixture. Divide 
into six equal portions and form 
into patties. Roll carefully in 
fresh bread crumbs. Refrigerate 
at least one hour before cooking. 
Just before cooking, re-roll in 
fresh bread crumbs. Melt six 
tablespoons clarified butter ( or 
half butter, halfoil) in large 
skillet. When hot, add crab 
cakes and saute gently for two 
minutes. Tum carefully and 
saute for two minutes more. 
Remove to paper towels to drain 
briefly, then place on a warm 
serving platter. Serve with 
plenty of lemon wedges, melted 
butter and tartar sauce. Makes 
enough for three servings. _ _,,., 

- OONNA FLORIO 
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RAMBLINGS 

Sugar Loaf Mountain 
ETV's Nature Scene will feature Sugar Loaf Mountain, Saturday, May 18, at 7:30 p. m. 

Aspiring nature 
photographers and 
others with an eye for 
details will find the 
textures and patterns 
of gnarled wood, 
fiowering pixie moss, 
weathered sandstone and the stark beauty of 
water lilies pleasing. Finding Sugar Loaf 
Mountain itself, however, isnot easy; look for 
signs in the Sandhills State Park near Patrick, 
and you'll find Sugar Loaf Mountain. 

62 

U.S. l 

Sandhill Seate Forest 

Dome-shaped Sugar Loaf Mountain 
abruptly rises 160 feet above the gently 
sloping land of Chesterfield County. 
Sandstone outcrops occur infrequently 
throughout the fall line sandhills, and Sugar 
Loaf Mountain reigns as South Carolina's 
most dramatic example of a sandstone 
monadnock. 

The mountain affords a panoramic view 
of miles and mi les of sandhills rolling toward 
North Carolina and it provides, as well, a 
chance to witness nature's reoccurring 
theme of diversity in an area featuring rapid 
habitat transitions. 

The living glory of spring provides many 
surprises at Sugar Loaf Mountain. The 
recreational lake near the mountain 
explodes to life with water lilies, water 
shields and other aquatic plants and animals. 
Turtles bask in the spring sun as mating 
dragon flies hover and dart about. 

The sandy, shallow edge of the lake 
provides places for territorial sunfish to stake 
out their beds. Traveling away from the lake 
toward the summit of Sugar Loaf Mountain, 
the land becomes increasingly arrid. The 
surface sands of the slope conceal an 
impervious iron-cemented layer that funnels 
rain seepage downslope. 

Because of its locations, height and 
varying water capacity, the Sugar Loaf 
Mountain area represents somewhat a 
microcosmic view of South Carolina. The 
area features on a small scale much of what 
the state possesses. There is the mountain 
itself ... sandhills and a body of water. 
Habitat and inhabitants change accordingly 
creating the opportunity for observers with a 
keen eye for details to see the transitions 
living communities make. 

A trip to Sugar Loaf Mountain is a lot 
easier than making several trips to the 
mountains, sandhills and lakes and yet it 
provides many of the same rewards. Just 
remember not to stray too far from well
traveled paths or you'll inadvertently 
contribute to the erosion of sandstone.-• 

-TOM POLAND 
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Carolina's Hunting Heritage 
brings hunting to life with 207 
action-filled pages bound between 
a handsome brown leather-like 
cover. Specially priced at 
$20.95 each . 

South Caro/Ina Wildlife 
magazine will involve you 
with our beautiful outdoors. 
One year $7.95 (6 issues) , 
two years $14.95 (12 issues), 
three years $19.95 (18 issues) , 

RESPECT Caps are avai lable in 
international orange, which meets Game 
Management Area requirements , or 
camouflage . Both are laminated inside 
for warmth and durability. $6.25 each. 

Use the convenient form on the following page to order. 

G 

Binders safely and neatly store 
six issues (one year) of South 
C::irotina Wildlife magazine. 
$7.30each. 

1. 

Thc&.,u,hCarolina 
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The South Carolina Wildlife 
Cookbook, second edition , is 
truly the supreme reference for the 
sportsman's kitchen . $9.40 each. 

THIRTY YCARS· 

"Thirty Years - The Mountains 
to the Sea," hardbound version, 
vividly portrays how much South 
Carolina has to offer, and does 
so with perfection. Wheat
colored cloth binding with gilded 
lettering lends elegance to any 
personal library or office. 

THE MOUNTAINS TOTI IE SfA 

$15.75 each. 

r-------------------------
IIC)\7INC;? 

Let us know eight weeks before you go. 

Attach your address label 
from current issue 

here. 

For fast service. attach your current address 
label (from magazine cover) in ·the space 

above Then fill 1n your new address and mall 
to SC Wildlife . PO Box 167. Columbia . S C 

29202 

NEW ADDRESS: 

Name _______ ___________ _ 

Address _________________ _ 

City / State _ __________ Zip ___ _ 



Name ________________________ _ 
(Please print all information) 

Address _______________________ _ 

City•State-Zip --------------------

Daytime Phone# Area Code ___ Number _________ _ 

We will phone you if we have a question. 

For any ,tern mailed as a gift, state gift recipient's name and address on a separa!e 
sheet of paper and add the word "Donee" to the top of the sheet. Put your name on 
the order form . A gift card will be sent along with your order announcing the gift from 
you . 

PAYMENT METHOD 

D Mastercard D Check (Make check payable 
to : S.C Wildlife) 

□ VISA □ Money Order 
Card Account Number: (All orders must be prepaid.) 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
Allow 4 • 5 weeks for 

delivery of charge orders Month Year 

Card expiration date [I] - [I] 

Customer's Signature 

PLEASE ORDER SOUTH CAROLINA WILDLIFE MAGAZINE SUBSCRIPTION FROM ENCLOSED ENVELOPE 

I DESCRIPTION PRICE EACH QUANTITY ORDERED TOTAL 

"Thirtv Years - The Mountains to the Sea" $15.75 
S.C. Wildlife Maaazine Binder $7.30 
RESPECT Cao/Camouflaae /One size fits all) $6.25 
RESPECT Cao/International Oranae (One size fits all) $6.25 
"Carolina's Huntina Heritaae" $20.95 
"S.C. Wildlife Cookbook" · Second Edition $9.40 
1985·86 Soortsman's Calendar $8.35 

Four or more Soortsman's Calendars $7.35 ea. 

Send Your Payment and Order Form to: 
S.C. Wildlife 
P.O. Box 167 

Columbia, SC 
29202 

TOTAL AMOUNT 
for Items 

~ 

5% S.C. tax included 
in all prices 

·---------------------------------------------------------~ 
BIRDS OF THE SOUTH FINE ART PRINTS 

PURCHASE AGREEMENT 

To assure faithful reproduction of the three-dimensional 
qualities and richness of colors in the original paintings, 
reproduction is in ten colors using fade-resistant inks on 80 
lb. archival quality, neutral pH paper which lends itself to 
more exacting reproduction than does pure rag paper. All 
of this will assure permanency if the pictu res are properly 
framed. 

T he issue consists of 950 sets of four pictures, each signed 
and numbered , and 50 sets of artist proofs also signed. 
Image size is 8 ½ by 11 with an overall size of 11 by 14 inches, 
including frame-embossed borders. 

Orders will be filled with the lowest numbered sets available 
(no broken sets available) on a fi rst-received basis. 

Please send: 
Num bered sets @ $75.00 

_____ Artist Proofsets @ $ 100.00 _____ _ _ _ 

Shi pping ($5 firs t set, $3 per add'I. set) 

S.C . Sales tax (S.C. res idents only -
$3.75 ea. S/ No. Set, $5 ea. Proof Set) 

Total Amou nt Enclosed 

0 Check O Money Order (Payable to S.C. Wild life) 

Purchaser's Name ________________ _ 

Address ____________________ _ 

City• State • Zip ___ ____________ __ _ 

Send payment and order form to: Harris Prints, S.C. Wildlife, P.O. Box 167, Columbia, SC 29202. 
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Painted Buntings .__ ________________ _J '------------------~ Goldfinches 

Juncos .__ _ ______________ __, Indigo Buntings 

Birds of the South 
A PREMIER EDITION IN A SERIES BY LUCIEN HARRIS III 

South Carolina Wildlife is extremely pleased to offer subscribers 
this signed and numbered, limited edition set of four fine art 
prints by artist/naturalist Lucien Harris ill. 

A favored Southeastern painter for many years, Harris 
produces paintings with a solidarity of form, illusion of depth 
and richness of color not often found in the works of 
contemporary artists. His works, characterized by attention 
to detail and authenticity, are owned by collectors throughout 

this country and abroad and have been exhibited in 
New York Gty, Denver, Philadelphia and Charleston. 

This initial collection of paintings, which appears in our 
May-June 1985 issue, contains four lifesize depictions of the 
favorite, and in most cases, the more colorful, largely seed
eating, southeastern birds. More information on these 
collector prints is available on the purchase agreement on 
page 64 of this issue. 
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